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NIMA is working as a national think tank acting as a repository
of maritime information with major focus on; applied research
for comprehensive solutions to Pakistan’s maritime issues,
taking maritime education initiatives, conserving the history
and culture, advocating best maritime practices, raising
awareness & capacity building, and publishing research of
highest international standards.

National Institute of Maritime Affairs (NIMA) is functioning
under Bahria University as National Think Tank on Maritime
Affairs as national body, based at Islamabad. National Centre
for Maritime Policy Research (NCMPR) Karachi which was
established in 2007 under the direction of Government of
Pakistan has been placed as a constituent unit of NIMA. The
establishment of NIMA was conceived in order to meet the
objectives of National Maritime Policy.

The signi�icance of maritime domain in the economic development of the country and the potential of our maritime
sector are not well understood in Pakistan. NIMA engages
eminent and renowned researchers to extract concrete policy
recommendations. It endeavors continuously to create
awareness through seminars, conferences, workshops,
writing research papers and other maritime related activities
challenges of 21st century for Pakistan.

EMAIL: maritimewatch@bahria.edu.pk
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Editorial
DG Message
Fisheries is an important economic sector in most countries, including even some of the landlocked states, subject
to an imperative restructuring conforming to the environment and technological support. For instance in the EU, a
Financial Instrument for Fisheries Guidance (FIFG) has been the tool deployed by the European authorities to
increase the competitiveness and to modernise this industry. In Pakistan modelling the underlying environmental
issues and the ecology of �ish communities is highly problematic and thereby the predictions on the remedial
measures is a major issue. Although lot of academic research has taken place on this important area however we
still �ind ourselves de�icient to hit the core causes and areas.
Concepts such as integrative and ecosystem approach are often mentioned as key concepts to manage renewable
marine resources sustainably. The existing amount of information on how to manage marine ecosystems in
sustainable way however is often perceived as insuf�icient. Combining the aim of putting a halt to ecosystem
deterioration with an ef�icient and sustainable �ishery seems to be a major challenge. In areas where the use of
illegal gear is common, both over exploitation and the direct damage to marine life prove to be concerns that need
to be addressed urgently.
On the related side, the �ishermen community like a skilled human resource of any industry forms the key to
success in the �isheries sector. One of the core causes of degradation of this sector is the lack of attention to
development and capacity building of this community, which has already resulted in severe degradation of the
industry and the associated areas and businesses. Therefore enhancement of their skills on modern lines while
addressing their socioeconomic problems is of paramount importance. In this regard the �isheries departments as
well as the relevant ministries of both federal and provincial governments need to play their due role on priority.

In Pakistan the environmental or ecological factor, as also in case of several other industrial sectors, is normally the
last thing that is factored for its importance thereby resulting in environmental degradation of the coastal zones as
well as apprehensions on the hygiene aspect of the �ish catch.This in turn slows down the development of the
maritime economy particularly the �isheries export. Our waters are fast turning black; industrial waste and plastic
littering are the key pollutants in our marine areas, creating environmental dif�iculties for marine life. Government
should devise an effective waste management plan, allocate dumbing areas and set up administrative bodies to
ensure compliance.
Cdre (Retd) Ali Abbas, SI(M)
Chief Editor

World Fisheries Day 2019, Baba Island Karachi

National News
World Fisheries Day 2019 Celebrated at Baba Island

stan Maritime Security Agency (PMSA) as side activity of
the International Exercise Barracuda-X. The aim was to
December 3rd, National Centre for Maritime Policy enhance the capacity and pro�iciency of the national
Research (NCMPR) the Karachi segment of National Insti- stakeholders to combat the menace of pollution at sea.
tute of Maritime Affairs (NIMA), Islamabad organized a
Seminar to mark the celebrations of World Fisheries Day DG NIMA Addresses Participants of MARSEW-2019
2019, at Baba Island Karachi. The event was distinguish
in a sense that it was the �irst time ever being held at the
door-step of the �ishermen’s community not only to facilitate their maximum participation but also to acknowledge their services provided in this important sector of
the national economy. Mr. Aijaz Ahmed Mahesar Secretary of Livestock and Fisheries Sindh graced the event as
the Chief Guest. The theme selected by NIMA/NCMPR for
this year’s celebration was “The Tales of the Fishermen”.

NIMA/NCMPR also acknowledged the �ishermen for their
services and work in the �isheries sector. The selected
distinguished �ishermen were awarded with certi�icate of
recognition for their remarkable input and support for
this segment of the blue economy. Some eminent women
who have excelled in education and are role models to the
young generation were also presented shields to
acknowledge their contribution to being a source of motivation for the girls in the �ishermen community. Apart
from the local �ishermen, the event was attended by
various prominent dignitaries from the maritime sector,
serving and retired naval of�icers, government of�icials,
intellectuals, researchers and students. (Credits: NCMPR-KHI)

December 5, Pakistan Navy War College organized Maritime Security workshop (MARSEW-2019) from 04
Dec-12 December 2019. The aim of the workshop was to
raise awareness about the potential of maritime sector
and security challenges in this ream. Director General
National Institute of Maritime Affairs (NIMA) Vice Admiral Abdul Aleem HI (M) was invited to deliver a speech on
the theme “Blue Economy and its Contribution Towards
Economic Prosperity of the Country”. The topic for DG’s
talk was “Understanding the Nexus Between Blue Economy and Maritime Security”.

NCMPR Researcher Presents Paper at BARRACUDA-X

December 4, Ms. Naghmana Zafar, Senior Research Of�icer
presented a paper in Exercise BARRACUDA-X on the topic
of “Need for Management and Mitigation Plans against
Maritime Disasters in the Arabian Sea. The NCMPR
researcher, highlighted the signi�icance of the Arabian
Sea as resource rich area and its potential contribution in
the maritime development of the country. In addition the
role of a regional mechanism for early warning of natural Large number of of�icers from tri-services, federal and
distastes and need for developing a response mechanism provincial ministers, parliamentarians and diplomats
was also highlighted. The event was orgnaised by Paki- attended the workshop. (Credits: NIMA-ISB)
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Kashmir Seminar, Organized by NIMA
December 11, National Institute of Maritime Affairs NIMA organized one-day seminar on the theme ‘Kashmir
Issue – Revocation of Articles 370 and 35A of Indian
Constitution: Implications for Regional and Global Security’ at Pakistan Navy War College, Lahore. The seminar
aimed at bringing together policy makers, academia and
media personnel to join hands in highlight the atrocities
and outrages being perpetrated by the Indian Armed
Forces in Indian Occupied Kashmir (IoK) and the threat it
poses to regional peace and its implications for the global
security at large. While addressing the audience, Sardar
Masood Khan said that India's actions of 05 Aug 19, were
a clear violation of international laws and Geneva
Convention. He appreciated the efforts of the management of NIMA for holding the seminar for creating awareness about Kashmir and expressed the hope that other
universities and institutes across Pakistan would follow
suit to promote the just and right cause of our Kashmiri
brethren. The Chief Guest of second session, Syed Fakhar
Imam said that Kashmir dispute can only be resolved as
per the aspirations of Kashmiri people. He underscored
that it is the responsibility of the United Nation to have a
peaceful resolution of Kashmir dispute. He also demanded the international community to play its due role to
curb the deteriorating situation in IoJ&K.

Researchers from NIMA and NCMPR Participate in
World Ocean Week-Xiamen 2019
November 1, World Ocean Weak was held Xiamen, Fujian
China from 1st of November to 7th of November. The
theme of 2019 conference was “Blue Partnership for a
maritime community with a shared future”. The blue
economy which will have a profound in�luence on the
future of ocean and humanity is an important topic and
has drawn extensive attention from the international
community. In 2011 the Chinese representative put
forward the conception of blue economy �irstly in the
frame of APEC (Asia Paci�ic Economic Cooperation and
blue economy conference which was held in Fujian China.

Participants and speakers from different countries were
invited to be part of China’s initiative to promote the
signi�icance of the blue economy and its impact on the
global economy. Two Researchers Ms. Amen Razzaq Butt
from NIMA and Ms. Ali�iya Aun Ali NCMPR also participated in the event as international participants. The topic
under discussion in the seminar was” Building a blue
economy through marine spatial planning, Fostering blue
economy solution and partnership in east ocean region,
Bangladesh perspective in the blue economy, blue economy sustainable tourism and ecotourism. All speakers
from across the world placed their emphasis on the
importance of a sustainable blue economy. They also laid
Director General National Institute of Maritime Affairs - forward the various means and models to use the marine
NIMA, Vice Admiral (Retd) Abdul Aleem in his welcome resources sustainably. (Credits: NCMPR-KHI)
address while highlighting the worst kind of state sponsored oppression being exercised in IoJ&K, said that India Collaboration with Sindh Culture, Tourism & Antiquihad launched 5th generation proxy war against Pakistan ties Department for Marine Archaeological Excavaand is bent on jeopardizing the stability of the whole tion at Bhambhore
region.During conduct of the seminar, eminent speakers
form various domains discussed in detail various aspects November 7, Director Sindh Culture, Tourism & Antiquiof the Kashmir issue and its implications for the region ties Department along with his team and a team of Italian
and beyond.The Seminar was attended by a large number Archaeologist visited NCMPR to explore the possibilities
of dignitaries, of�icers of Armed forces, academia and of collaboration with NCMPR/Bahria University. In this
researchers from local think tanks, media representa- regard, a meeting headed by Cdre (Retd) Ali Abbas SI (M)
tives, and faculty & students of Bahria University. (Cred- Director NCMPR was held at NCMPR conference room. Dr.
its: NIMA-ISB)
Piacentini Valeria, Director, Excavation Project at Bhamb-
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hore (Port of Debal) presented an overview on the scope Balochistan Development: China, Pakistan Identify
and objectives of the project and activities undertaken so Hurdles
far by her team. She also briefed/discussed about the
possibility of rich historical �indings particularly from
Maritime aspects from creeks adjacent to Bhambhore.
The participants of the meeting found that excavation
project at the port of Debal, (Bhambhore) is very interesting and carries signi�icant training and research potential
for BU faculty and students of E&ES and Maritime Studies. The BUKC/NCMPR team also visited Bhambhore
along with the Sindh Govt. of�icials and Italian Archaeologist where they were given a detailed on site brief about
the excavation activities. (Credits: NCMPR-KHI)
November 18, China and Pakistan have identi�ied that
provincial tax exemption in Balochistan and provision of
Gwadar Free Zone: China assured 23 years sales tax, �iber optical communication would remove the hurdles in
other exemptions
the way of development of Gwadar Free Economic Zone
and sea port under China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC). 9th JCC meeting of CPEC both countries have
realized that active efforts such as local tax breaks in
Balochistan province and the provision of �iber optical
communication by the Pakistani side are needed to
address development hurdles of the Gwadar Port and the
Free Zone. Both sides agreed that further efforts are
needed for business attraction in economic zone. Pakistan and China have agreed that Pakistani side would be
putting the legislation before the parliament for promulgation of legal Act. They agreed that signi�icant progress
has been made regarding the work of Gwadar since the
November 17, Pakistan has assured China for providing 8th JCC meeting and the year 2019 was a signi�icant for
Sales Tax exemption for 23 years and other tax exemp- the next stage of Gwadar development. China appreciated
tions on equipment and material purchased locally for the work done by Government of Pakistan to the port and
industrial units established in the Gwadar Free Zone. will actively promote the construction and development
Pakistan and China also agreed that active efforts such as of Gwadar Port and commencement of Afghan transit
local tax breaks in Balochistan province and the provi- trade from the port. (Credits: Business Recorder)
sion of �iber optic communication by the Pakistani side
are needed to address the development hurdles of the Balochistan, Centre Reach Accord on Shipyard
Gwadar Port and the Free Zone. Pakistan would offer the Project
concessions in a piece of legislation to be tabled before
the Parliament for promulgation into an act. Both the
sides agreed to the need of fast execution of Gwadar
infrastructure and assistance projects including the New
Gwadar International Airport (NGIA), Gwadar Vocational
and Training Centre, expansion of China-Pakistan
Government Faqeer Colony Middle School and construction of the Pak-China Friendship Hospital and Eastbay
Expressway. To advance the integrated development of
Gwadar Port and the Gwadar region, both the sides November 18, The government of Balochistan and the
expressed satisfaction on the progress of Gwadar Free federal Ministry of Defense have reached an agreement
Zone development. (Credits: The News)
on Gwadar Shipyard Project, a component of the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor mega project. Chief
Minister of Balochistan Jam Kamal Khan Alyani in a tweet
said that the Gwadar Shipyard Project would help
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promote economic activities in the province. It will create plight of Kashmiri people and Pakistan’s continued
huge number of employment for the youth of support for the just and rightful struggle.
Balochistan.
A training programme would also be arranged for the
youth, particularly engineers, of the province at Karachi
Shipyard, prior to their appointment at the Gwadar Shipyard Project. A piece of land measuring 750 acres has
been demarcated for Gwadar Shipyard Project by the
Gwadar Development Authority. Once completed, it will
make Gwadar Shipyard the largest in Pakistan. The
defense ministry has been asked by the Senate Standing
Committee on Defense Production to expedite completion of Gwadar Shipyard. (Credits: Dawn)
ANF Seizes Chemical Worth Rs12.48bn in Hub

He also thanked the dignitary for the support extended by
Turkey on this humanitarian issue. The recent visit of the
Commander Turkish Armed Forces will further augment
and expand defense ties between the two countries in
general and the defense forces in particular. (Credits: The
Nation)
70 Baby Turtles Released into the Sea

November 20, 70 green baby turtles were released on
Tuesday morning at the Hawkes Bay Beach. The Of�icials
of the Sindh Wildlife Department (SWD) said that it was
November 19, The Anti-Narcotics Force (ANF) team the �irst release of the season, adding that more such
recovered 953 drums �illed with chemical which used in activities will occur in the coming days as the breeding
heroin from a container at Hub River Road. The contain- season will continue till February.
er was stopped at the check-post after the stinky smell of
the chemical. During the search, the ANF of�icials recovered as many as 953 drums �illed with chemical that is
used in heroin from the container. The recovered chemical worth Rs12.48bn in the international market. The
seized narcotics were handed over to the Anti-Narcotics
Force for further legal proceedings. PMSA maintains its
permanent presence at sea with a large contingent of
Ships and Aircraft to counter any unlawful activity
happening along the coastal belt and adjacent areas of
responsibility. (Credits: ARY News)
Historically, three types of turtles, including the green
turtles, hawksbill turtles and olive ridley turtles, visit
Pakistan, Turkey Agree to Collaborate For Maritime Pakistan during the breeding season. Marine Turtle
Security
Conservation Unit located at the Hawkes Bay Beach,
Looks after the babies and releases them when they can
November 20, The Turkish Commander appreciated Paki- easily walk to the waters. (Credits: Tribune)
stan Navy’s initiatives in support of collaborative maritime security in the region. Both the dignitaries agreed on Maritime Centre of Excellence Inaugurated at the
further enhancing cooperation in various domains of Closing Ceremony of Marsew-2019
military collaboration. Vice Admiral Muhammad Fayyaz
Gilani also updated the dignitary about Indian atrocities December 12, Closing Ceremony of 3rd Maritime Security
being perpetrated in the Indian Occupied Kashmir, the Workshop 2019 (MARSEW-19) organized by Pakistan
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Navy under the theme "Economic Prosperity through
Blue Economy", was held at Pakistan Navy War College,
Lahore. Governor Punjab, Chaudhry Mohammad Sarwar
graced the occasion as Chief Guest. Vice Chief of the Naval
Staff, Vice Admiral Muhammad FayyazGilani was present
at the impressive closing ceremony. During the ceremony,
Chief Guest also inaugurated Maritime Centre of Excellence at Pakistan Navy War College. The Maritime Security Workshop was conducted in two phasesand was
attended by parliamentarians, senior bureaucrats, academicians and representatives from media besides senior During his meetings with the dignitaries, matters related
of�icers from the armed forces.
to maritime security and mutual interest including bilateral naval collaboration were discussed. The Naval Chief
highlighted Pakistan Navy’s efforts for ensuring maritime
security in the region. Chief of the Naval Staff also
thanked Royal Naval Chief for participation of Royal Navy
in Multinational Maritime Exercise AMAN-19 held at
Karachi. The dignitaries appreciated Pakistan Navy’s role
in support of collaborative maritime security in the
region. All the dignitaries agreed on further enhancing
the interaction in diverse �ields of naval collaboration.
The Chief Guest said that sustainable use of Ocean (Credits: The Nation)
resources for economic growth holds substantial promise of solution too many of our insecurities and challeng- SAPT to Add Two More Berths
es related to food, energy, and unemployment and trade
de�icit. The Chief Guest further dilated on goals of blue November 21, The South Asia Pakistan Terminal (SAPT),
economy that can be achieved through creating maritime in the second phase of development, plans to invest $240
awareness, building maritime partnerships and focusing million to expand existing facilities with two more berths
on result oriented research and development efforts. The of 700 metres in length and state of the art equipment’s.
Chief Guest congratulated Pakistan Navy for inaugurating The new equipment will be fully automatic particularly
the �irst of its kind Maritime Centre of Excellence at Paki- the Real Time Gross Settlement Systems which will be
stan Navy War College and expressed his hope that newly run by electric power and will be remote controlled. The
established Centre will help in harnessing our vast mari- �ive ship-to-ship transfer canes will be without cabin and
time potential through debate in relevant national circles their function will also be controlled from tower by
and in promotion of national maritime narrative. Certi�i- remote control.
cate were also awarded to the participants of the workshop. (Credits: NCM
R-KHI)
Pakistan, UK Discuss Maritime Security Issues

November 21, Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Zafar
Mahmood Abbasi called on defense of�icials of United
Kingdom and discussed matters related to maritime
security and mutual interest. During the visit, Naval Chief
called on Royal Navy’s First Sea Lord, Assistant Chief of
the Naval Staff (Ships) and was conferred with Britannia
Royal Naval College Medal. The admiral also attended
Strategic Round Conference and visited UK’s National
Maritime Information Centre and British Think Tank,
International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) where
he also delivered a talk, said a press release issued Pak
Navy.

The SAPT operates biggest deep sea port of the country
since 2016, with two berths having length of 800 metres.
Hutchison Ports Pakistan invested $600m on the �irst
phase of SAPT’s development with initial investment of
$50m along with $100m in two equal installments given
to Karachi Port Trust in a shape of advance rent. The port
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will also be installing its own reverse osmosis plant with
a capacity of 700,000 gallons per day the civil work and
equipment costs are equally divided by $120m each, he
added.

ed the handling of all the ships carrying imported coal to
Pakistan at Karachi Port Trust considering the environmental challenges associated with it and prevalence of
unfavorable health conditions for the citizens of Karachi.
The SC also ordered to shift all the coal imports to PQA
There has been a drop of seven per cent in handling of that were earlier being handled at KPT.
Twenty Feet Equivalent Units (TEUs) in all four terminals
of the country. 40pc containers loaded with export cargo
and 60pc empty containers due to steep fall in external
trade. (Credits: Dawn)
On World Fishermen Day, Sindh’s Fishermen look to
the Govt for help

PIBT has developed an Environmental Management Plan
(EMP) in compliance with applicable laws and regulations of Pakistan, IFC's performance standards and World
Bank Group Environment Health and Safety Guidelines.
Some key aspects of the EMP are: Dust emission control;
Noise pollution control; Wastewater management; Solid
waste Management; Dredge material disposal Management; and Biodiversity conservation & sustainable natuNovember 22, World Fisherman Day was observed across ral resources management. (Credits: Business Recorder)
the world on November 21. This year, the theme was
‘Fishermen’s Sovereignty on All Water Bodies’. Hundreds Hutchison Ports Invests Despite Pakistan's Slowing
of �ishermen from different areas, including Khadda Economy
Market, Keamari, Baba Island, Bhitt Island, Baldia and
other parts of the city, gathered in Ibrahim Haidery – the
hub of the �isherfolk community. “Marine life is on the
decline,” said Muhammad Ali Shah, the president of PFF.
He counted a number of reasons for the decline of �ish in
the sea and in fresh water bodies. “Marine pollution,
degeneration of wetlands, deforestation of mangroves,
over�ishing in deep waters, encroachments on fresh
water bodies, lack of fresh water and no interest of the
government in this sector are some the reasons directly
impacting the �isher folk community,” said Shah. Aijaz
Ahmed Mahesar, the Livestock and Fisheries Department November 24, The government’s focus on accelerating
Secretary, said that the condition of Sindh’s �ishermen economic growth and providing an enabling environwas far from satisfactory. The government has various ment for investment has raised the level of con�idence in
projects in the pipeline for the �ishermen community. foreign investors. Despite a slowing economy, Hutchison
(Credits: The News)
Ports has made no change in its investment plan for Pakistan and will increase its capacity up to 3.2 million TEUs
Coal Handling At PQ Gets Better After SC Order
by 2022. A delegation of Hutchison Ports, led by Group
Managing Director Eric Ip, met Prime Minister Imran
November 23, Increase in the usage of coal as a major fuel Khan in mid-October and apprised him of its decision to
for industries and power generation, the handling of make fresh investment in the country. Talking about the
imported coal at Port Qasim gets even better with no progress on phase-II of the Hutchison Ports’ terminal
threat to the environment and health of the citizens of with an additional investment of $240 million, he said it
Karachi. In June last year, the Supreme Court had restrict- would help expand the installed capacity for handling
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containerized cargo at the terminal located at the Karachi
Port. With this, the total investment in the terminal by
Hutchison Ports Pakistan will increase to over $600
million. Declining imports are favourable for the economy, but ports and terminal operators are losing revenue
and import cargoes are going down.

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) wherein Maritime sector held a critical role in providing livelihood to
maritime communities and improving their living condition. Presenting an overview of the new Shipping Policy
of the Government, Minister Zaidi said it would provide
an impetus to the economy of the country. He urged the
IMO members to utilize the services and expertise of the
Pakistan’s �irst deep-water container terminal is capable Pakistani seafarers.
of handling the world’s largest vessels. Currently, it has
the capacity of handing 1.5 million TEUs annually. (Credits: Dawn)
CNS Admiral Zafar Abbasi attends 1st Saudi Int’l Maritime Forum

The Minister further emphasized Pakistan’s potential of
blue economy for growth and development of maritime
nations. He elaborated Pakistan’s efforts in containing
marine pollution and ensuring maritime security. He
added that Pakistan wanted to play a more active role in
international maritime affairs and intends to bid for
contesting IMO Council elections during the next term. In
line with the theme of the IMO Session, the Minister Ali
Zaidi highlighted the policy emphasis of the government
on the empowerment of women and youth of the country
through participation in all sectors of economy. (Credits:
Daily Times)

November 26, Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Zafar
Mahmood Abbasi, who was on an of�icial visit to Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia, attended 1st Saudi the International
Maritime Forum – 2019 (SIM Forum – 2019) held in
Riyadh. The Admiral also addressed the forum, graced
second session as guest of honour, called on Commander Whale Dies After Getting Entangled in Fishing Net
Royal Saudi Naval Forces and held interactions with his Near Jiwani
naval counterparts from various countries.(Credits: Pakistan Observer)
Pakistan Could Provide New Dimension to Int’l Maritime Trade

November 26, Federal Minister for Maritime Affairs Syed
Ali Haider Zaidi on Tuesday said that Pakistan could
provide a new dimension to the international maritime
trade by linking Central Asia, South Asia and Middle East
via sea route. He was addressing the 31st International
Maritime Organization (IMO) Assembly in London. The
Minister highlighted Pakistan’s signi�icance in the context
of global and regional maritime affairs.

November 30, The carcass of a 31-foot-long Bryde’s whale
has been found at a remote rocky beach called Chill, west
of Gunz, which is a part of Balochistan’s coastal town of
Jiwani. The whale got entangled in a gill net laid by �ishermen four days ago in the offshore waters near Gunz to
catch Indian mackerel. A search operation along Gwadar
Zaidi reiterated Pakistan’s commitment to IMO and to the and areas near the Iran border and spotted the whale’s
international framework for cooperation amongst mari- carcass at the isolated beach called Chill in the west of
time nations. He stressed Pakistan’s commitment to the Gunz. The WWF-P team collected photographic evidence,
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biometric information as well as samples of the whale’s
tissue for analysis. Mr. Mohammad Moazzam Khan,
underlined the need for urgent measures for its conservation given the fact that the species had a very small
population in Pakistan’s waters where it’s one of just
three baleen whales, also called toothless whales. The
other two are the Arabian humpback whale and the blue
whale. (Credits: Dawn)
Zaidi for Revival of Ship Breaking Industry

shack and a scrap warehouse. A complaint was received
by the Karachi Metropolitan Corporation (KMC) �ire
brigade department at around 2:15am after ad hoc
efforts of the �ishermen failed to contain the �ire. It was
four hours and 13 �ire tenders later that the �ire was eventually brought under control. Fortunately, there was no
loss of life. (Credits: Express Tribune)
Members from Bahria Classi�ication Society (BCS)
Visit NCMPR

December 14, Federal Minister for Maritime Affairs Ali
Zaidi said that Pakistan used to be No 1 in the global
ranking of ship breaking industry in past but due to
improper human resource management and collective
failure had brought the country’s ranking to 4th position
in the world. Addressing the three-day national seminar
on rati�ication & implementation of the Hong Kong
Convention for safe and environmentally sound recycling
of ships, the minister said that Ministry of Maritime
Affairs had no Fisheries Development Commissioner
(FDC) for the last ten years which showed our non-serious attitude towards marine industry in the past, according to a statement.

December 17, Bahria Classi�ication Society (BCS) team
from Bahria Foundation comprising of Mr. Zahid-ur-Rehman CEO along with Capt.PN (Retd) Tanveer Ahmed PN
visited NCMPR to discuss the concept paper for the establishment of BCS. Team NCMPR headed by Cdre (Retd) Ali
Abbas Welcomed the BCS team and participated in
discussion to workout common areas for research. Rear
Admiral (Retd) Muneer Wahid SI (M) also attended the
meeting in which matters related to Bahria Classi�ication
Society’s formation, the challenges it faced and the way
Explosions And Flames Leave Fish Harbour in Frenzy forward was discussed. The vacuum in the Maritime
sector for private investment and enterprise were also
highlighted in the meeting. (Credits: NCMPR-KHI)
The federal minister also highlighted the ongoing development of harmonising national laws in line with the
Hong Kong Convention. He said that despite several
challenges, Ministry of Maritime Affairs was adamantly
sticking to the reform agenda of reviving the country’s
old glory in ship breaking industry by closely coordinating with International Maritime Organisation and national stakeholders. (Credits: The Nation)

Pakistan, Russia Discuss Maritime Security

December 16, The �ish harbour witnessed a �ierce �ire.
Flames erupted in a restaurant at the �ish harbour, which
resulted in the explosion of a gas cylinder. Persons on site
narrated that a �ireball landed on a neighbouring scrap
warehouse where drums of black oil exploded and the
�lames further intensi�ied with the howling winds at sea.
The inferno engulfed nine �ishing launches, two restaurants, one mobile phone easy load cabin, a �ishing net December 19, Commander-in-Chief Russian Federation
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Navy Admiral Nikolay Anatolyevich Yevmenov visited the
Naval Headquarters and met Chief of Naval Staff Admiral
Zafar Mahmood Abbasi.During the meeting, various
matters of maritime security, stability and mutual interest including bilateral naval collaboration. Admiral
Abbasi highlighted Pakistan’s commitment to �ight
against terrorism and Pakistan Navy’s contributions for
ensuring maritime security and peace in the region.
He thanked the visiting dignitary for participation of
Russian Navy in the AMAN-19, a Multinational Maritime
Exercise hosted by Pakistan. Russian Commander appreciated the role and contributions of Pakistan Navy in
maintaining peace and stability in the region and
successful conduct of Exercise AMAN-19. Both the dignitaries agreed on further enhancing mutual interactions in
diversi�ied naval domains. (Credits: The Nation)

Director VSH News Visit NCMPR
December 18, Mr. Ovais Iqbal Baloch, Director VSH News a
Balochi Language TV Channel visited NCMPR and met
with the Director NCMPR Cdre. Ali Abbas (Retd) SI (M)
and NCMPR team, during the meeting issues of mutual
interest, and the importance of the role of media in development of the society came under discussion.

SEPA Issues Notices to Civic Agencies

December 18, Sindh Environmental Protection Agency
(SEPA) has issued notices to different civic agencies, functional in Karachi, for disposing of waste, of varied categories, directly into the sea. According to details, separate
notices have been issued to Cantonment Board Clifton,
District Municipal Corporation, South, Sindh Solid Waste
Management Board and Karachi Water and Sewerage
Board for contributing to sea pollution with its direct
impact on marine life as well as on inhabitants of the
coastal villages.

The step was taken as per directives of Advisor to the
Sindh Chief Minister for Law, Environment, Climate
Change and Coastal Development, Murtaza, he emphasized that protection of coast as well as ocean was
extremely important, authorities associated with the four
mentioned organizations were urged not to continue
with the practice and to make use of the available options
arranged by the government. As per Sindh Environment
Protection Regulations 2014 SEPA is responsible for
compliance of safe disposal of generated waste and also
to take legal action against parties (private or public)
failing to do so. (Credits: Pakistan Observer)

It was agreed that there is a constructive role of media in
today’s society from increasing public awareness to
collecting views, information, and also the attitude of the
people towards certain issue is signi�icant. It was established that both the organizations will work together for
creating Maritime Domain awareness amongst the
masses. (Credits: NCMPR-KHI)
Coast Guards Seize Iranian Diesel, Contraband Items
Worth Rs33.28 Million

December 19, The Pakistan Coast Guards (PCG) claimed
on Wednesday to have seized a huge quantity of smuggled Iranian Diesel and other contraband items at the
Naka Khari check-post on the RCD Highway near Windar
in Balochistan, which is situated near the Sindh border.
The PCG of�icials also seized other contraband and smuggled items, including 2,980 kilogrammes of betel nut, 560
packets of Indian gutka, 385 packets of Naswar and 33
tyres of various vehicles. (Credits: The News)
Three ‘Blanket Octopus’ Found in Pakistani Waters
December 19, In a rare occurrence, �ishermen found three
‘blanket octopus' species in different areas of the country's waters this week, the WWF-Pakistan trained �ishermen recorded three specimens of blanket octopus from
different spots along the Sindh and Balochistan coast this
week. A 0.8-metre long blanket octopus was recorded by
Captain Saeed Badshah from offshore waters of
Balochistan on Dec 7, 2019. This was the �irst live authen-
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tic report of this octopus species from Pakistani waters.
While �ishing 45 nautical miles south of Ormara,
Balochistan �ishermen caught the octopus in gillnet.
Considering it a new and rare �ind, they released it safely
back into the waters.. (Credits: Bussiness Recorder)

was made deep inside the desert which was approximately 40 kilometres from the main road. According to a
spokesperson for the PCG, on the instructions of the
director general of the PCG about a zero-tolerance policy
on the smuggling of narcotics, the PCG had intensi�ied its
efforts to curb the menace of drug traf�icking. (Credits:
China-Pak Gwadar Faqeer Middle School’s Work in The News)
Full Swing
NCMPR Team and BUKC Faculty visit Visionary Group
December 19, Construction work of China-Pakistan Headof�ice
Gwadar Faqeer Middle School is in full swing and expected to be completed in a period of less than a year. Presently, nearly half of the construction work of the school has
been completed, and it is expected to be completed by
September 2020. Principal Amjad Basham extended his
gratitude to Chinese government for its promoting
reforms of local education and providing education for
the younger generation.He said that children had to
travel a long distance to school because of the local backward economy. Nowadays, children can receive quali�ied
education near their home because of the strong support
of Chinese government. (Credits: Business Recorder)
December 30, National Institute of Marine Affair's Director
Astola Island Faces No Ecological Threats Amid
Commodore (R) Ali Abbas with his delegation visited
Increased Tourists
Visionary Group to meet Ahmed Iqbal Baloch and
discussed the opportunities in Gwadar for Bahria UniverDecember 20, Pakistan’s �irst marine protected area and a
sity, Cdre (R) Ali Abbas appreciated VSH News for their
potential eco-tourism sport of Astola Island face no
efforts in creating Maritime awareness amongst the
ecological threats amid increased in�lux of tourists at the
masses. He further added that VSH News is the voice of
site. Environmental Protection Agency Balochistan
Balochi people. He also recognized the services of
of�icial Muhammad Khan informed that the Island was
Muhammad Iqbal Baloch for Pakistan.
declared a marine protected area due to its favourable
habitat for marine life and fauna.

The local tourists from Karachi come to Astola for diving
including divers from different diving clubs of Karachi,’
Khan added. The Island’s, he said unique topography and
landmarks that made it a worth visiting place include
seven different shape hills with surreal patterns,
turquoise color water, clean white beach, different color
�ish and other marine species. The International Union of
Conservation (IUCN) statet that ‘The Astola Island is
located approximately 25 km off the coast of Balochistan
province, and is Pakistan’s largest offshore island spanIt was additionally highlighted that CPEC development
ning 6.7 square kilometer. (Credits: Pakistan Observer)
and Blue Economy importance can play a major role in
betterment of the economy. Mir Ovais Iqbal Baloch's
3,250kg of Hashish Seized by Pakistan Coast Guards
suggestions were highly appreciated by Delegation.
Further areas of cooperation between the Visionary
December 20, The Pakistan Coast Guards (PCG) on ThursGroup and Bahria University were also identi�ied in the
day seized �ine quality of hashish in the Shadi Kaur area
meeting. Khuda Arsal Durra Khan & Shahmir Ahsanullah
near Pasni, Balochistan. The value of the narcotics in the
were also present during discussion at VG House Headinternational market is Rs5,037.5 million. The seizure
quarter Karachi. (NCMPR-KHI)
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“Healthy” Shipping Market Means “Unhealthy” since 15th September 2019, peaking just above USD
Ships’ Recycling Market
200,000 per day on the 11th October, levels that have
not been seen in over 10 years

A number of deals have been concluded in this recent
high earnings market, beginning with the 2010 Japan
built Nagaragawa which sold for USD 48.00 mil.
Followed by the 2000 Japan built DS Commodore which
sold one week later for USD 22.00 mil. However, the sale
that got everybody talking was Ridgebury’s en-bloc deal
of three 2001 built ships for USD 98.00 mil (USD 32.60
mil each). (Credits: VesselsValue)
EU Ban on Palm-based Biodiesel to Negatively
Impact Europe-Asia VegOil Trade

PALM OIL CONSUMPTION
7.7million tons in the EU in 2017

November 2, The current healthy freight market levels
and the persistence of scrapyards to retain relatively
unattractive offered prices levels have resulted in a very
food,
quiet demolition market over the past week. IMO 2020
animal feed,
regulations will affect the entire maritime industry next
chemical products
year, including the supply of vessels for recycling as
2019 is nearing an end. In Pakistan, after the recently
biofuel,
announced halt on imports of cheap Iranian billets into
power, heat
the Pakistani market, local recyclers continue to be
agonized through a self-induced tonnage starvation, as
steel mills close and end buyers struggle to present any
serious / �irm numbers, perhaps too nervous to jump
aggressively back into the game after such a prolonged
period on the sidelines. (Credits: Hellenic Shipping)
November 4, The overall volume of biodiesel carried by
chemical tankers grew at 7.9% during 2013-18 and is
Resale VLCCs Break $100m for First Time in 3 Years forecast to expand 1.8% in 2019. Europe is the largest
biodiesel producer and consumer in the world and the
Demo
Dry Bulk
Tankers
Containers
Location
Sentiment
Rank
USD / LDT
USD / LDT
USD / LDT
region’s use of biodiesel in the transportation sector has
USD 380 / LT
Improving
Bangladesh
USD 360 / LT
1
USD 370 / LT
expanded rapidly since the 1990s. After rapeseed oil and
USD 375 / LT
Improving
India
USD 355 / LT
2
USD 365 / LT
USD
370
/
LT
Improving
Pakistan
USD 360 / LT
3
used cooking oil (UCO), palm oil is the third most imporUSD 360 / LT
Steady
Turkey
USD 230 / MT USD 240 / MT USD 240 / MT
4
tant feedstock in European biodiesel production. In
®
January 2018, the EU voted to ban the use of palm-based
biofuels by 2020. Malaysia and Indonesia subsequently
Leadership
November 2, For the �irst time since January 2016, the protested against this decision and in June 2018 the EU
VV value of a resale VLCC has gone above $100m decided not to terminate policy support to biodiesel
($101.36m as of GMT 0936 1st Nov 2019). The last time after 2020, but gradually to phase out support to high
these levels were seen was between May 2014 –and Oct emitting biofuels by 2030. In the revised agreement,
2015. Before this it was during the super cycle of palm oil will remain in use at the 2019 level until 2023,
2007/2008. One of the major drivers of this change is after which it will be phased out by 2030. (Credits:
the charter rates, which have increased over 1000% Drewry)

61%
Energy
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Saudi Arabia Gives Priority to Maritime Growth
November 6, Saudi Arabia has highlighted the importance of developing the maritime industry, not only
locally but also internationally. It is also preserving the
sustainable growth of the “blue economy.” The conference, organized by the PTA from Nov. 5-7, was attended
by International Maritime Organization (IMO) Secretary-General Kitack Lim as well as experts and speakers
from member states.

The Saudi �leet consists of 368 cargos and Saudi-�lagged
vessels. “This giant �leet plays a pivotal role in an important industry which 90 percent of the world trade movement relies on. This consolidates the Kingdom’s position
at the international level. Furthermore, it con�irms its
keenness to transform the Kingdom into a global logistics center to achieve the Kingdom’s Vision 2030,” Saudi
Public Transport Authority (PTA) Chairman Dr. Rumaih
Al-Rumaih. said.

In 2018 more than a �ifth of world seaborne trade was
comprised of China’s imports. These �igures also explain
that the outlook for future global trade is heavily
dependent on progress in China’s economy. UNCTAD
analysts expect seaborne trade to grow at an average
annual rate of 3.4 percent in the �ive years from 2019 to
2024, a notably upbeat outlook. It is suggested that
growth will be driven by rising trade volumes in the
container, dry bulk and gas cargoes sectors. (Credits:
Hellenic Shipping)
UAE Discusses Four Key Challenges Facing Global
Maritime Sector During IMO’s 31st General Assembly Meeting in London

November 26, Dr. Abdullah Belhaif Al Nuaimi, the UAE
Minister of Infrastructure Development, underscored
the four key areas in the maritime sector that are expected to bring new challenges to the global maritime community. Speaking on the sidelines of the 31st General
Assembly of the International Maritime Organization
(IMO) in London, H.E. Al Nuaimi cited cybersecurity,
port development and modernization, the seafaring
profession, and collective maritime capacity building as
the fundamentals that will help shape the future of the
industry.

China’s All Embracing Maritime In�luence

November 26, Review of Maritime Transport 2019
(RMT), published by the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development highlighted the overdependence of global sea trade on import demand in China. It is
stated that from 2008 to 2018, imports of all types of
cargo into China grew by over 1500 million tonnes,
equivalent to nearly half (49 percent) of the increase in
the entire world’s imports.
1000

WORLD SEABORNE IMPORTS GROWTH
annual change in milliion tonnes - China, all other countries,
derived from Clarksons Research data
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He stressed on the need of joint programs and collective
actions among international players and stakeholders to
address and anticipate challenges in these areas. To
meet future challenges, the UAE has aligned its National
Maritime Strategy with the IMO Strategic Plan
2018-2023. (Credits: Hellenic Shipping)
China’s BRI Could Actually Boost U.S. GDP, Study
Argues

November 30, China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
could actually boost U.S. GDP, according to a report by
the Centre for Economics and Business Research
(CEBR). After factoring in trade frictions, the study
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found that the BRI could increase U.S. GDP by 1.4% by
2040.
The prices of container transportation and freight rates
have already increased signi�icantly, including one
indicator—the Baltic Dry Index—that surged in September to its highest since November 2010. (Credits: IndustryWeek)
UAE to Reap Dividends of New Silk Road

Underperforming Emerging Markets Weigh On an
Already Sickly Global Economy

December 30, The world economy remains in poor
health. In the third quarter of 2019 of�icial statistics
show that the pace of real GDP growth in the US and the
EU was steady relative to growth in Q2 19, while the
pace of GDP growth in China and India decelerated
further.
8%

% yoy
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December 4, Starting January 1, 2020, all ships operating
in the open sea must comply with stricter environmental regulation set by the International Maritime Organization (IMO 2020), aiming to reduce sulphur oxide
emissions from sea vessels by 85%. Operational
challenges will be considerable, and the costs astronomical, with a total global impact in excess of $1 trillion
over �ive years, according to S&P Global Platts Analytics
estimates. Supply chain impact may be signi�icant as the
maritime industry prepares for one of the most signi�icant changes in its recent history: IMO 2020 rules that
will be met with escalating costs and operational
challenges. While the onus for compliance falls on carriers, price volatility will continue with anticipated
service disruptions as thousands of ships are taken out
of the market to �it equipment called scrubbers (or a
switch to low-sulfur fuel or use of liquidized natural
gas).

Europe

Lost at Sea: Impact of New Maritime Trade Regulations

North America

Despite assuming zero direct involvement of the U.S. in
the BRI, “the U.S. gains from the boost to world GDP are
such that in absolute terms.” The researchers argued
that “the U.S. is the second largest bene�iciary. The calculations suggest that the BRI will leave US GDP in 2040
$401 billion higher, a boost of 1.4%.” (Credits: Yahoo
News)

December 16, The UAE’s logistics industry is gearing up
to take advantage of China’s Belt and Road initiative
(BRI), under which projects worth $1.1 trillion are at
various stages of development in more than 132 countries around the world. With over 20 per cent of
Arab-China trade and more than 25 per cent Chinese
exports to Arab countries already been passing through
the UAE, the emirate is positioned itself to take centrestage of the BRI initiative because of its strategic
location, excellent infrastructure and stable economic
policies. Rodney Vegas, chief executive of Abdul Mushen
Shipping and So-Safe Logistics, said the development of
the BRI will provide a win-win situation for international trade, bilateral cooperation and the global economy.
(Credits: MENAFN)

Maritime Strategies International (MSI) statistics reveal
that emerging markets have been seriously underperforming. Forecasted growth of 1.5% in the Middle East
(including Turkey) will in practice likely be negative.
GDP growth in Africa has disappointed expectations,
while forecast for 2019 GDP growth in South Asia will
likely see further downward revision.
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London Appointed to Host the Global Maritime to the next level, the Chinese industry has taken the lead
Forum’s 2020 Annual Summit
in testing the application of 5G technology on terminal
equipment, which will become a game changer that
advances the future of smart ports. Shanghai Zhenhua
Heavy Industries Co (ZPMC), a world-leading supplier of
port equipment system solutions, recently released a
white paper on 5G smart ports jointly with Huawei,
China Mobile and Vodafone.

November 2, The Global Maritime Forum’s Annual
Summit will bring together maritime top executives
with policymakers, experts, NGOs and other in�luential
decision-makers and opinion shapers to share their
ideas on the challenges facing the maritime industry.
They will develop practical proposals to optimize global
seaborne trade, thereby increasing sustainable
long-term economic development and human wellbeing. The United Kingdom and London is globally recognized for its maritime service center and expertise
within the �inancial, legal, and insurance sectors as well
as ship chartering. The headquarter of the UN’s International Maritime Organization – a specialized agency
responsible for the safety and security of shipping and
the prevention of marine and atmospheric pollution by
ships – is situated in London. The Global Maritime
Forum’s Annual Summit is hosted in cities around the
world on a rotational basis. Attendance is by invitation
only. (Credits: Global Maritime Forum)
5G to Lead Reform of Global Smart Port Sector

Port automation and intelligent reconstruction have
become the industry’s overarching goals. With 5G gearing up thanks to its low latency, large bandwidth and
high reliability, the technology will provide a new communications solution for port equipment and inject new
impetus into smart port reconstruction, said Zhu Lianyu,
chairman of ZPMC. (Credits: Global Times)
Msc Signs Contract to Use Qatar’s Hamad Port as
Regional Maritime Hub

November 19, Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC)
has signed an agreement with Qatar Ports Management
Company (Mwani Qatar) to use Hamad Port as its
regional maritime hub from January 2020. The deal will
enable MSC to use Hamad Port to manage transhipments for up to 150,000 containers a year, which is
expected to increase to one million by 2023. Hamad
Port has emerged as a prominent maritime player
among the regional ports by managing the increased
volume of the container and cargo handling. It has the
capacity to handle 7.5 million containers a year. (Credits:
Ship Technology)
China: World’s Largest Shipbuilder Established

November 26, China has of�icially unveiled China Shipbuilding Corporation, which was described by the country’s of�icials as “the world’s largest shipbuilding group”.
November 14, As global port operators are stepping up The new group has been created by the merger of the
efforts to advance automation and bring their ef�iciency two largest state-owned shipbuilders by production
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capacity, China Shipbuilding Industry Corp (CSIC) and geographic areas of the world.” The session is taking
CSSC.
place on November 25 – December 4 in the organization’s headquarters in London. (Credits: Hellenic Shipping)
Sri Lanka to Expedite Development of East Container Terminal of Colombo Port

December 1, Sri Lanka's new government aims to expedite the development of the East Container Terminal
(ECT) of the Colombo Port in order to boost container
throughput. Minister of Roads, Highways, Ports and
Shipping Johnston Fernando said, "A port is similar to
the heart of a country. As the port sector plays a crucial
role in posting positive statistics for a country's economy, our administration is primarily focused on improving ef�iciency to ensure expansion of the sector". (Credits: SPA)

Hao Peng, Chairman of the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (SASAC), pointed
out that the creation of China Shipbuilding Corporation
is a way to enhance the competitiveness of the domestic
shipbuilding industry, promote the development of the
national defense technology industry and reform
state-owned enterprises. The new shipbuilder has 147
research institutes, business units and listed companies,
with total assets of CNY 790 billion (USD 112.2 billion)
and about 310,000 employees. (Credits: World Maritime European Bank Backs Turkey’s Maritime Industry
News)
Egypt Wins Membership at IMO Council

30 November, Egypt won a C-category membership in
the Council of the International Maritime Organization
(IMO) garnering 132 votes out of 165 on Saturday in the
election that took part in London. IMO is a UN organization whose council comprises 40 members elected by
the assembly to serve for two years. According to IMO
website, the member states are classi�ied as follows:
“Category (a) 10 States with the largest interest in
providing international shipping services; Category (b)
10 States with the largest interest in international
seaborne trade; Category (c)20 States not elected under
(a) or (b) above, which have special interests in maritime transport or navigation and whose election to the
Council will ensure the representation of all major

December 10, The European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (EBRD) provided a $17.5 million loan
to the operator of Tekirdağ port on the Sea of Marmara.
The investment is aimed at improving ef�iciency and
expanding port capacity. The Industrial and Commercial
Bank of China (ICBC) is providing an equal loan. The
Tekirdağ port, located in northwestern Turkey, handles
general cargo, dry and liquid bulk, containers and
roll-on/roll-off (Ro-Ro) vessels and serves industrial
and agricultural production and trade in the region.
Ceyport Tekirdağ is operating the port under a 36-year
concession granted last year by the Turkish privatization authority.
Chahbahar-Muscat Shipping Line to Start Operation
Next Week

December 13, Chabahar-Muscat passenger shipping line
will start operation to commute passengers next week,
an of�icial from Maritime and Port organization of Sistan
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and Balouchestan province announced. Hassan Ebrahimi informed, the shipping line which was shut down for
two years, will prepare the grounds for �lourishing the
Iranian port as it can boost cooperation with other ports
around.

customers, introducing digital solutions such as online
access control, e-payment solutions, and vessel traf�ic
management systems. The port further aims to attract
international cruise lines and secure project cargo
imports for industrial projects with a seamless supply
chain. (Credits: Maritime Standard)
Iron Ore Arrivals at Chinese Ports Rose by 3.65
Million Mt

Chabahar has the capacity of having sea relations with
Gwadar Port City in southwest Pakistan, Sohar in the
north of Oman and Omani capital of Muscat in the sea of
Oman, southern Iran. It has great economic and transit
capacities. The important strategic Iranian port is also
considered a great trade zone for international cooperation. Experts believe that Iran’s strategic Chabahar Port
can reduce expenses for the transit of commodities.
(Credits: Hellenic Shipping)
Bahrain Celebrates a Decade of Development

December 18, SMM Hamburg estimates that there were
108 vessels carrying 16.26 million mt of iron ore arrived
at major Chinese ports during December 8-14, 3.65
million mt higher from the week ended December 7.
Iron ore arrivals shrank 3.47 million mt in the week of
December 7. (Credits: Hellenic Shipping)
Ports and Shipping: What to Expect in 2020?

December 15, Bahrain’s Khalifa Bin Salman Port (KBSP)
has been celebrating ten years of operation. The port’s
annual throughput in 2018 was 432,432 teu, which is
54% higher than the throughput recorded in its �irst full
year of operations. APM Terminals Bahrain was converted into a listed company and has been listed on the
Bahrain Bourse. It now has over 700 shareholders,
offering the Bahraini community an opportunity to
invest in one of the Kingdom’s national assets. The share
price has almost doubled since listing and has outperformed the benchmark Bahrain Bourse index as well as
the S&P GCC index.

December 27, As the
globe enters a new
decade the Port Technology
International
(PTI) team assesses the
future trends of ports
and shipping. Digitization, is anticipated to be the key driver for ports going
forward. Increased ship sizes will drive the industry.
During 2019 some of the largest container vessels made
their way around global trade routes. It is highlighted
that connectivity solutions, involving collection and
distribution of data from equipment to others will also
continue to be a predominant trend as industry looks
carefully at how to analyze and make use of the millions
of data points that are now being gathered. Port-centric
logistics will be a key drive with growing demand for
distribution facilities to be located at ports. With the rise
of one-day-delivery and heightened consumer demands
it is imperative that ports begin to ad-value to the entire
supply chain beyond the traditional port boarders.
The port is now getting ready for the next phase of its (Credits: Port Technology)
development. There are, for example, plans to develop
tailored supply chain solutions services for landside
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Cargo Ships Could Be At Risk In Red Sea: Riyadh

tation of the UN’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development as well as Sustainable Development Goals. It also
supports the International Maritime Organization’s
(IMO) World Maritime theme for 2020 “Sustainable
shipping for a sustainable planet.” IMO Secretary General, Mr. Kitack Lim Said that sustainable practices should
be at the forefront of the commercial activities of shipping companies. “Without sustainability, we cannot
survive in the future. We have to pursue the shipping
business in a sustainable way,” Lim concluded, adding
that the industry is on the right track to make progress
in that direction. (Credits: World Maritime News)

November 1, Saudi Arabian defence of�icials have Pirates Kidnap Seafarers in Two Attacks off The
warned that cargo and crude-laden ships passing Coast of West Africa
through the Red Sea could be at risk from remote-controlled boats rigged with explosives by Houti rebels of
Yemen. Yemen is located at the eastern edge of the
Bab-El-Mandab, a narrow strait that leads northwards
into the Red Sea further on to Suez Canal and to the Mediterranean Sea. It is one of the busiest trading routes.
Saudi Arabia is a part of the US-led combined task force
that patrols the sea in those parts which have reported
attacks on commercial vessels. The Saudi Navy has
intercepted a couple of such boats rigged with explosives and also mines in the Red Sea close to its west
coast. (Credits: Hellenic Shipping)
November 5, Nine crew members have been kidnapped
after pirates attacked a Norwegian ship off the coast of
IMO Secretary-General: “Without Sustainability, We Benin. Few days later, pirates have kidnapped four crew
Cannot Survive”
members from a Greek ship in the same region. (Credits:
Reuters)
November 5, The international conference on “Sustainable Maritime Development Towards 2030 and Beyond” Wind Assisted Ship Propulsion Project Of�icially
is being held in Jeddah.
Launched

November 6, The Wind Assisted Ship Propulsion (WASP)
The high-level conference serves as a platform to project brings together universities, wind-assist techstrengthen partnerships and accelerate the implemen- nology providers with ship owners to research, trial and
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validate the operational performance of a selection of
wind propulsion solutions thus enabling wind propulsion technology market penetration and contributing to
a greener North Sea transport system through harvesting the regions’ abundant wind potential. The wind
propulsion systems can be installed on existing vessels
saving 5-20% of fuel and emissions and up to 30% as
retro�its or incorporated into optimised new builds with
potentially higher savings. It is funded by the Interreg
North Sea Europe programme, which is part of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF). (Credits:
World Maritime News)

bating Maritime Crime and International Cooperation”
highlighted the importance of information sharing,
maritime operations centers, border guards operations
and the strategic importance of navigation maps to
secure maritime routes.

UAE to Take Over Indian Ocean Maritime and Trade
Group

“Threats to maritime security will continue. We should
all work together and be more prepared to face and
deter them,” said Col. Ignacio Paz of the Spanish navy. He
said: “The achievement of maritime security requires
three main pillars: Knowledge, method and actions.” Paz
said the maritime traf�ic has increased by 400 percent in
the last 25 years while 90 percent of the global trade is
carried out through sea routes, which highlights the
importance of ensuring maritime security.
The event was attended by Commander of the Royal
Saudi Navy Forces Lt. Gen. Fahd bin Abdullah Al-Ghufaili
and naval of�icials from friendly countries. (Credits:
November 7, The UAE will take over the chair of an inter- Arab News)
national group of nations focused on maritime security
and trade. Representatives of the members of the Indian Autonomous Shipping Adoption to Take Decades
Ocean Rim Association are to meet in Abu Dhabi. The
Emirates will lead the association from 2019-2021 November 27, A report by Kennedys law �irm has
under the theme of 'Promoting a Shared Destiny and suggested that the adoption of fully automated shipping
Path to Prosperity in the Indian Ocean'. Amna Al Suwai- will take decades. It noted that there are some challengdi, deputy director of economic and trade affairs depart- es being faced in the autonomous adoption including the
ment at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International International Maritime Organisation’s (IMO) regulatory
Cooperation, said the UAE will focus on vital areas standards and those of the Flag State where the ships
including maritime security, trade and investment, are registered.
women's economic empowerment and the 'blue economy' - the sustainable use of the oceans for economic
growth.
Maritime Security Linked to Economic Propserity:
KSA International Maritime Forum

27 November, The �irst Saudi International Maritime
Forum concluded in Riyadh with calls for increased
cooperation and coordination to counter threats to
maritime security. The concluding session titled “Com-
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There are numerous bene�its of introducing autonomy
into shipping. The IMO’s anti-pollution measures and
energy ef�iciency standards can be met through
step-change in ship design with growing use of
data-driven autonomous and connected vehicle technology. Autonomous vehicle technology can also help the
gathering of additional data on engine performance,
enabling ship owners to identify parts that may need
repairing or replacing before they fail. This helps reduce
time in dry-docks while improving performance and
safety levels. (Credits: Ports Technology)

Strait. Within two hours of that, there was another
attack on a dry bulk carrier. They tied up crew members
in both incidents but failed to rob the ships as alarms
were triggered on both occasions.

December 11, Samsung Heavy Industries (SHI) has partnered with SK Telecom (SKT) to develop a 5G-based
remote control navigation test platform. Leveraging the
power of the Internet of Things (IoT), 5G and arti�icial
intelligence (AI) technologies, the navigation platform
will guide vessels to autonomously sail towards their
�ixed destinations.

Lift For Maritime Sector in Kenya and Djibouti After
Fall in Piracy

The South Korean shipbuilder said that the new navigation platform will improve ship safety and productivity.
A successful test of the navigation platform has already
been carried out using a 3.3m-long test ship, which was
independently constructed by SHI. The ship was
controlled from a newly established Remote Control
Center in Daejeon, which is located approximately
250km from the shipyard. During the course of travel,
the ship successfully recognised and negotiated maritime obstacles and safely sailed to the destination.
(Credits: Ship Technology)

US-Flagged Vessel Rescues Distressed Iranian Mariners

The ships in question were
105,000 dead weight ton
crude oil tanker Bamzi and
dry bulk carrier Trust Star.
Bamzi loaded from Basrah
in Iraq and was headed for
Qingdao in China. Trust Star
Samsung Heavy and SK Telecom test 5G-powered sailed from Gothenburg in Sweden and was headed for
ship navigation platform
Huanghua in China. (Credits: GCaptain)
December 15, Since the decline in piracy attacks, Kenya
and Djibouti have been paying more attention to policies
around maritime governance and “blue” economic
development. A strategy emphasizing for sustainable
use of ocean resources for economic growth, job creation and ocean ecosystem health. The refocus marks a
shift from traditional investments related to land based
con�lict and land borders. Blue economic growth needs a
safe and secure maritime environment for merchant
shipping in particular. It can also help alleviate poverty
in coastal regions, provide alternatives to criminal livelihoods, and allow local communities more ownership of
issues that affect them. Ultimately, maritime security
and blue economic growth need to be considered as a
uni�ied policy issue.

December 23, The U.S. �lagged merchant vessel Maersk
Kinloss rescued three Iranian mariners. The Maersk
company informed NAVCENT of the rescue of the mariners, who had been stranded at sea for several weeks.
This communication was enabled through the relationship between the commercial maritime industry and
NAVCENT’s Naval Cooperation and Guidance for Shipping (NCAGS) team. The rescue is an example of professional mariners rendering assistance to others in
Singapore Strait: Five Pirate Attacks in Four Days
distress at sea, responsibility and mission. The stranded
mariners were transferred to the Omani coast guard,
December 14, Pirates attacked �ive ships over four days who are coordinating their return to Iran. (Credits:
in one of the world’s busiest shipping channels, The Hellenic Shipping)
Pirates attacked a crude oil tanker in the Singapore
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WISTA Aims to Level Maritime Playing Field For ping, continued to fall in 2018, according to a report
Women
from BSR’s Clean CargoTM.

Top Vessel Type Winners in Demand & Supply Growth
Past 3 Months
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November 1, Organizations dedicated to women in maritime from around the world are vowing to join forces to
eradicate gender bias in the industry. The annual meeting and conference of the Women’s International Shipping & Trading Association (WISTA), panels on gender
diversity and bias included representatives from such
groups as the Women in the Maritime Sector in Eastern
and Southern Africa (WOMESA), Women in Maritime
Association Asia (WIMA Asia) and Women in Maritime
Association Caribbean (WiMAC).

3.02%

3.03%

3%

Handy Bulker

Avg. 3 Month Demand Growth

Large LNG

Avg. 3 Month Supply Growth

Overal Growth

Source: VesselsValue October 2019

Since 2015, CO2 emissions per container carried have
dropped by 9.6 percent, indicating that Clean Cargo
members are making progress towards meeting the
target set by the International Maritime Organization
(IMO) of halving CO2 emissions from shipping by 2050.
(Credits: BSR)
Vietnam Advances Plan to Protect Disputed Maritime Claims with Stronger Fishing Fleet

WISTA International President Despina Panayiotou
Theodosiou said collaboration with other associations
dedicated to advancing women in maritime is crucial to
bene�it all females in the industry. “We need to work
diligently and hard to make a difference. Awareness of
diversity- and gender-related issues has never been
higher. There is a lot to be done to create lasting and
meaningful change”.

November 13, Vietnamese boats �ish so far outside their
territorial waters that authorities in Malaysia and the
Philippines sometimes spot them. A resolution passed
last year by the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of Vietnam plans to strengthen �ishing by 2030. It
calls for “sustainable development of the maritime economy” and advances toward becoming “a powerful mariAframax: Demand & Supply Trends
time nation”. Vietnam’s intentions for the South China
Sea, whose sovereignty is contested by �ive other states.
November 1, Carbon dioxide emissions from 17 of the Vietnam will chair the Association of Southeast Asian
world’s leading ocean container carriers, representing Nations (ASEAN), in 2020 and may have more say-so
approximately 80 percent of global containerized ship over its decisions. Nguyen Thanh Trung, director Center
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for International Studies at the University of Social
Sciences and Humanities in Ho Chi Minh City stated that
the strategy is to develop a “very strong” �ishing �leet. If
challenged, of�icials could say its civilian only. (Credits:
VOA)
Turkey-libya Maritime Agreement Draws Greek Ire

Plastic litter in the oceans is recognized as a major environmental problem. The GloLitter Partnerships Project
aims to help shipping and �isheries move to a low-plastics future. GloLitter will assist developing countries
identify opportunities to prevent and reduce marine
litter, including plastic litter, from within the maritime
transport and �isheries sectors, and to decrease the use
of plastics in these industries, including identifying
opportunities to re-use and recycle plastics. (Credits:
Ship Insight)
Shippers: Liner Low-Sulfur Surcharges Are Not Ethical Or Transparent

November 30, A memorandum of understanding (MoU)
signed between Turkey and Libya on Wednesday to
demarcate maritime zones in the Eastern Mediterranean, a move that has sparked condemnation from Greece.
Athens sees the MoU as an attempt to block Greek and
Cypriot energy drilling activities in the zone. Turkey and
Greece, although allies under the NATO umbrella, have
long been at loggerheads over Cyprus and especially
about the maritime zones they both claim as their own.
Hailing the MoU as a victory, Ankara claims that the
move aims to “protect Turkey’s rights deriving from
international law,” while Athens considers it a violation
of the sovereign rights of third countries and of the good
neighborliness principle. Turkey is among a handful of
countries that did not ratify the UN Convention on the
Law of the Sea. (Credits: Arab News)
IMO Launches New Plastic Litter Prevention Project

December 6, A new global project to prevent and reduce
marine plastic litter from shipping and �isheries has
been launched by the IMO and the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO). Initial funding
for the project is from the Government of Norway.

December 23, Shippers are furious that low-sulfur IMO
2020 fuel surcharges introduced by lines vary so widely,
even between carriers offering the same service within
an alliance. Container lines are acting with “opacity,”
using “hidden formulas and no data backup” to calculate
surcharges which they are using as an “opportunity to
recover from low freight rates,” according to Jordi Espín,
maritime policy manager at the European Shippers’
Council. The surcharges have been introduced as carriers seek to recoup from customers the estimated $11
billion bill in higher fuel costs due next year because of
the introduction of low-sulfur fuels that become mandatory under International Maritime Organization rules
Jan. 1 (IMO 2020). Espin argues that IMO 2020 surcharges should trigger different, transparent charges for each
customer based on the tailor-made services each
receives. (Credits: Freight Waves)
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Maritime Integration in Limelight
After taking over as Director General of National Institute of Maritime Affairs Vice Admiral Abdul Aleem HI (M) has
embarked on efforts to integrate all stakeholders for harmony and synergy for the betterment of the Maritime
sector and to enhance its role and contribution in National Economy.

Director General National Institute of Maritime Affairs - NIMA, Vice Admiral
Abdul Aleem HI (M), called on Managing Director Karachi Shipyard & Engineering Works Rear Admiral Ather Saleem SI (M). (Credits: NCMPR-KHI)

Director
General
National
Institute of Maritime Affairs NIMA, Vice Admiral Abdul
Aleem HI (M), called on Dr.
Nuzhat Khan Director General
National Institute of Oceanography. They discussed various
matters of mutual interest.
(Credits: NCMPR-KHI)

Director
General
National
Institute of Maritime Affairs NIMA, Vice Admiral Abdul Aleem
HI (M), called on Chairman Karachi Port Trust, Rear Admiral (R)
Jamil Akhtar. (Credits: NCMPR-KHI)

Director General National Institute of
Maritime Affairs - NIMA, Vice Admiral
Abdul Aleem HI (M), called on Director
General, Rear Admiral Zaka-ur-Rehman. (Credits: NCMPR-KHI)
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Maritime Integration in Limelight
Director General National Institute of Maritime Affairs NIMA Vice Admiral Abdul Aleem HI (M) accompanied by
Director National Center for Maritime Policy Research,
Commodore (Retd) Ali Abbas SI (M), called on Chairman
All Pakistan Shipping Association - APSA Mr. Abdullah
Farrukh. He welcomed the Admiral and discussed various
issues of shipping fraternity. They also visited Pak
Shaheen off Dock Terminal and has shown his concern on
Stuck-up containers, auction delays, wooden dunnage
and lashing materials laying unnecessary at examination
area. (Credits: NCMPR-KHI)

Director General National Institute of Maritime
Affairs - NIMA, Vice Admiral Abdul Aleem HI (M),
called on the managerial team of Hapag-Lloyd and
discussed the shipping trends and exports of
Pakistan. (M). (Credits: NCMPR-KHI)

Director General National Institute of Maritime
Affairs - NIMA, Vice Admiral Abdul Aleem HI (M),
called on Maersk Pakistan and got insight regarding its operations in Pakistan (Credits: NCMPR-KHI)

Director General National Institute of Maritime Affairs - NIMA, Vice Admiral
Abdul Aleem HI (M), called on President Centre for Pakistan and Gulf Studies
CPGS Senator Sehar Kamran. They discussed various matters of mutual cooperation and collaboration between CPGS and NIMA. (NIMA-ISB)

Dr. Rizwana Abbasi, Associate Professor, NUML presents her book titled,
"Nuclear Deterrence in South Asia: New Technologies and Future Challenges
to Sustainable Peace" to Director General NIMA Vice Admiral Abdul Aleem
HI(M). (Credits: NIMA-ISB)
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Maritime Integration in Limelight
Vice Admiral (Retd) Syed Khawar Ali
Shah HI(M) called on Director General National Institute of Maritime
Affairs, Vice Admiral Abdul Aleem
HI(M). ( Credits: NIMA-ISB)

National Institute of Maritime Affairs (NIMA) organized one-day seminar on Kashmir at Pakistan Navy War College, Lahore on the theme
‘Kashmir Issue – Revocation of Articles 370 and 35A of Indian Constitution: Implications for Regional and Global Security. It was held in
tandem with the Maritime Security Workshop- 2019 organized by
Pakistan Navy. (Credits: NIMA-ISB)

Director General National Institute of Maritime Affairs – NIMA, Vice Admiral
Abdul Aleem HI (M), called on MD Bahria Foundation Vice Admiral (R) Shah
Sohail Masood HI (M) at Bahria Foundation Head of�ice. (Credits: NCMPR-KHI)

Director General National Institute of Maritime Affairs Vice Admiral Abdul
Aleem HI (M) called on Director General Institute of Policy Studies Islamabad
today. They exchanged views on areas of mutual interest. DG NIMA also wrote
his worthy comments in the visitor book. (NIMA-ISB)
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Such high level delegation visit from Iran will open new
paths in maritime sector of both religious states will
regards to improved info sharing in maritime domain.
Commander in Chief of Russian Federation Navy Visits
JMICC:
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JOINT MARITIME INFORMATION AND COORDINATION CENTER
Visit of Commander Islamic Republic of IRAN Navy
Admiral Nikolay Anatolyeil Yevmenov, Commander in
to JMICC:
Chief of the Russian Federation Navy along with other
of�icers visited JMICC followed by lunch hosted by Commander Coast at PNS QASIM hut on 20 Dec 19. A brief
covering the roles and tasks of the centre were delivered
by Director JMICC. Visit of Russian Federation Navy
would enhance mutual interaction and cooperation in
diversi�ied Naval as well as maritime domain
Commander in Chief of Russian Federation Navy
Visits JMICC:

Rear Admiral Dr Hossein Khanzadi, Commander Islamic
Republic of Iran Navy along with his personnel staff
of�icers visited JMICC on 10 Dec 19 where a short brief
on role/ tasks of centre was presented by Director
JMICC.

Admiral Nikolay Anatolyeil Yevmenov, Commander in
Chief of the Russian Federation Navy along with other
of�icers visited JMICC followed by lunch hosted by Commander Coast at PNS QASIM hut on 20 Dec 19. A brief
covering the roles and tasks of the centre were delivered
by Director JMICC. Visit of Russian Federation Navy
would enhance mutual interaction and cooperation in
diversi�ied Naval as well as maritime domain.
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JMICC Conducts Exercise TAFHEEM 2019:

Exercise TAFHEEM was conducted by JMICC on Manora Island at PNS QASIM on 17 Dec 19 under auspices of Headquarters Coastal Command. It was the second time this year that the center conducted this exercise which brings
together represented of diverse maritime sector of Pakistan ranging from shipping, �ishing, law enforcement, private
entities, NGOs under one roof. Top brass of organizations such as Pakistan National Shipping Corporation, Anti-Narcotics Force, Pakistan Meteorological Department, Pakistan Maritime Security Agency, Pakistan Coast Guard, Port
Authorities, BYCO Petroleum, Edhi Foundation in addition to various prominent �igures from private sector and
�ishing community participated in the exercise. The aim of the exercise was to rehearse maritime information sharing procedure among various organizations and identify room for improvement.

Captain Emran Rashid Khan, Director JMICC welcomed the participants and briefed the participants about the
achievements of the center since the previous edition of Exercise TAFHEEM. Commander Force Protection Brigade,
Commodore Zahid Iqbal SI (M) was the Chief Guest for the occasion who appreciated role of JMICC in bringing maritime sector of Pakistan together for progress of the country. The exercise encompassed a series of lectures delivered
by key stakeholders highlighting prevailing issues that require special attention with respect to facilitation of �isherman community and ensuring safety of the life at sea.
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EXERCISE TAFHEEM – A COMMON PLATFORM FOR MARITIME COMMUNITY OF PAKISTAN
By: Captain Emran Rashid Khan PN, Director JMICC
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The importance of maritime sector in the development of a nation is well
known. With more than 95 percent of Pakistan’s trade transported via sea
routes, it is imperative for us to give due focus and attention to the maritime
sector. Besides trade, the hitherto untapped vast living and non-living
resources in our Exclusive Economic Zone can greatly contribute to our
economic development. For all these developments to take place, peaceful
and safe environment is essential. The biggest challenge to maritime security is inter-agency coordination between a host of organizations and departments associated with maritime sector working under separate hierarchical
command structures. I am glad that Pakistan Navy realized this weakness in
our maritime security mechanism and took the lead of creating Joint Maritime Information Coordination Centre
(JMICC) providing horizontal linkages between various agencies involved in the maritime sector.
MINISTRY OF
FODD SECURITY &
RESEARCH

INTER SERVICES
INTELLIGENCE

Baluchistan

As one of the many initiatives of JMICC, a series of exercise “TAFHEEM” was introduced in 2013. Since then the event
is continuously growing in scale. TAFHEEM is a table top exercise conducted on biannual basis with an aim of bringing together maritime stakeholders from diverse maritime sector of Pakistan. The overall goal is to gain better
understanding and build trust among various maritime stakeholders. In addition to scenario based exercises,
lectures/ presentations are also a regular feature of this activity. The topics are carefully chosen prior conduct of the
exercise and most relevant stakeholder is requested to convey the useful information on the practical aspects of the
issue at hand. This gives a deeper understanding to participants about the inner workings of various maritime
organizations.
The latest edition of exercise TAFHEEM had participation of over 90 reps
from over forty organizations. These included top brass of organizations
such as Pakistan National Shipping Corporation, Anti-Narcotics Force,
Pakistan Meteorological Department, Pakistan Maritime Security Agency,
Pakistan Coast Guards, Port Authorities, BYCO Petroleum, Edhi Foundation in addition to various prominent �igures from private sector and
�ishing community participated in the recent exercise which was indeed
a great accomplishment for JMICC. The motto of JMICC is ‘Together we
can’ and exercise TAFHEEM reinforces this commitment of the centre on
regular basis.
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MCE Opening New Horizons in Maritime Research
Muhammad Azam Khan
In a major move to promote maritime research studies capital in the country, Pakistan Navy has established a Maritime Centre of Excellence (MCE) on the premises of Pakistan Navy War College, the services’ leading institute at
Lahore. The centre is envisioned to become a hub of maritime thinking in Pakistan.
In line with the vision of Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi NI (M), MCE will integrate ongoing
diverse yet scattered academic and applied research studies in variety of maritime disciplines. These include but
not limited to geo-strategic and geo-economic issues in the Indian Ocean, blue economy, problems related to national maritime industries and public sector enterprises as well as attendant issues of importance to Pakistan. MCE will
closely observe and examine existing and possible futuristic matters to proffer doable policy solutions for PN and
Pakistan.

Headed by a serving two star of�icer who will act as the centre’s President, MCE will function as a binary organisation. The two wings comprising, Pakistan Navy War College (PNWC) and National Institute of Maritime Policy
(NIMA) will have clearly demarcated mandate and wide range of linkages. Together they will blend their studies
involving maritime security (military aspects) and geo-economic dimensions of maritime power respectively. The
end product will appear in the shape of policy papers, supplements, and development solutions for organisations
both, within Pakistan Navy as well as in public sector. The centre will also conduct and issue appraisal papers on
maritime security developments in the region along with implications for Pakistan. Amongst its core functions
would be to devise national maritime narrative, reinforce international maritime partnerships and provide impetus
(jump- start) to national maritime sector.
The research wing at PNWC will have four institutes, geopolitical studies, maritime and naval warfare, hybrid
warfare and a maritime history, each headed by a Director (PhD or Subject Matter Expert) with a number of
researchers working under him/her. These institutes with associated centres will take on academic and scholarly
work while the applied and (or) empirical research tasks will be jurisdiction of NIMA. Following intense scrutiny of
issues and collating academic and �ield study or surveys, relevant papers for policy making and (or) recommended
solutions will be published.

The existing country wide network of think-tanks mostly caters for and disseminates assorted research studies.
Issues related to internal-external security, foreign policy, climate change, military affairs, and regional as well as
international geo-political developments are usually taken up by these think-tanks. There was huge void in Pakistan
in so far centralized maritime research studies and developing of a national perspective on various maritime security issues is concerned. MCE aims to do just that.

In classical sense, maritime or sea power differs widely from land and air power. The land and air power signify pure
hard combat power residing in weapons, armament etc. and used for deterrence, coercion or diplomacy. Seapower
(one word), is the sum total of a country’s physical, demographic, geographic, industrial, economic and military
resource potential derived from or related to sea. A navy acts as guardian and sentinel to protect, preserve and
advance a country’s interest beyond its geographical frontiers, something land and air power cannot do.
Put simply, sea power has both, a military as well as an economic dimension. As someone put it, ‘unlike the army and
air force, whose size and �ire power have to be related to that of potential adversaries, the size of the navy is determined by the quantum of maritime assets and interests that it has to safeguard’.
MCE will muster best maritime brains to dissect myriad national maritime matters. In examining and banding
together research studies, MCE could ultimately settle as an effective national pillar; a platform radiating propositions and providing solutions on ways to reinforce country’s blue economic potential. Alongside, the centre will
advance the cause of national maritime security and other matters within and beyond the shores of Pakistan.
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TURNING BLUE INTO GOLD – INVESTING IN MARITIME TOURISM
By Naghmana Zafar
According to the World Economic Forum, coastal and marine tourism is anticipated to be the largest value-adding
segment of the ocean economy by year 2030, with expected global growth rate of more than 3.5% per annum.
Travel and tourism is globally a well recognised industry. The growth in travel & tourism sector remained high in
year 2018 that is at 3.9 percent outpacing the growth rate of global economy as a whole. The sector accounted for
10.4 percent of global GDP in year 2018, which makes about $8.8 trillion in terms of money. It is not just about
getting pro�it, the contribution of the sector in reducing unemployment and maintaining socio-economic development of coastal communities is also very signi�icant. The tourism and travel sector provided 319 million jobs in
year 2018, which makes up 10 percent of total employment. This means 1 out of every 10 job created was related
to this industry. For the eighth consecutive year, the economic �igures in travel and tourism sector have shown
constant increase when compared with number of other major sectors of the world such as construction and
agriculture.

South Asia, as a signi�icant contributor in the global travel and tourism sector has gained $296 billion in 2018,
which makes a share of 8.8 percent in global industry. The region is expected to be the fastest growing region over
the next 10 years, with average growth of 7.2 percent per year till 2028. Some Asian countries have the successfully
turned tourism into a signi�icant contributor in the national economy and have also secure position in top 15 global
states with fastest growing maritime tourism sector. China, India, Turkey, Thailand and Maldives are some signi�icant examples. According to the sources of World Bank, the contribution of travel and tourism sector to Pakistan’s
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) remained just 2.93 per cent in year 2018. While other regional states with almost
similar social and economic dynamics are performing much better in the sector. These trends indicate potential of
tourism sector as driver of blue growth. However, it seems that Pakistan’s policy makers and concern authorities
in maritime domain are ignorant towards the potential of coastal and maritime tourism. Government endeavour to
promote scenic beauty in southern part of the county; seas and coastal areas are not being recognised as potential
sources of rise in national economy. Opening of Kartarpur Border and unique religious tourism potential has been
in limelight in 2019 along with growing local tourism in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) and Punjab. But scope of
coastal and marine tourism is not yet considered as serious business. Pakistan has all the key ingredients essential
to build a thriving maritime tourism sector. Beautiful active, alive coast with vigorous cultural community can be
turned into a modern maritime tourism belt provided Government facilitates for safety, security and accessibility
through developing basic social infrastructure. From Sir Creek to Gawater Bay, exciting options like Marine recreational zones, Maritime theme Parks, Sites for Eco/ marine tourism, Costal Folk experience spots, Yachting and
sailing areas etc can be explored for building maritime tourism belt. Marine protected Areas; Astola Island and
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Indus River Canyon can be designated/developed as National Coastal Parks. Tourism is a market driven sector and
private investors will set a competitive environment for future growth if provided with basic support. This is the
key to turn blue into the gold.
SRILANKA
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The international trends highlight that domestic or native tourists grab about 72 percent share in terms of �inancial
value while remaining 28 percent is attributed to foreigners, keeping in view the �irst resource we need to tap as
primary tourist source is the local populace. Our focus should be on developing tourism based costal economy
through blue growth strategy. With the paradigm of blue growth, we can create sustainable conditions for competitive growth, all we need is to ensure safe and secure recreational environment, strict implementation of biodiversity and environmental policies and beach restoration efforts that will reinstate and maintain the recreational and
attractive value of our beaches. But existing challenges in expansion of maritime tourism demand more than this.
Human security issues, environmental threats and non-availability of communication infrastructure are not the
only impediments. Without tourist friendly travelling procedures, particularly with regards to inter province travel
of foreigners, and investor friendly �inancial policies this sector cannot perform up to its optimum potential.

Recently a ray of hope have been emerged as in pursuance of SH judgment, Government of Sindh has formed a high
level committee to draft ordinance of “Coastal Leisure Tourism & Water Sports Authority”. The �irst meeting of the
committee has been held on 21 November under the chairmanship of Imtiaz Shah, Secretary Tourism abd Youth
Affairs, Sindh. Hopefully Balochistan government would also take some signi�icant steps for viable way forward in
the area. Last but not the least, we all know that coastal areas are some of the most productive and biologically
diverse areas on the planet. They are also densely populated: according to the UN, 60 percent of the world’s population live within 60 km of the coast. This is more than entire population of plant earth 60 years ago (in 1960). On
top of this, 80 percent of all tourism takes place in coastal areas; beaches with coral reefs and archipelagic with
delicate marine ecosystems are amongst the most popular destinations. Therefore the maritime tourism is also
considered as one of the main sector that causes environmental depletion, due to building constructions and recreational activities. Tourism generates lots of pressures on quality and quantity of natural resource and ultimately
may cause sedimentation and erosion of the coast. Therefore the policy makers are to be vigilant towards environmental protection and these challenges and be addressed by making maritime tourism sustainable.
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IMO Sulphur Cap 2020
By Cdr Muhammad Akhtar & Madiha Naim
Since the shift from coal, one of the industry’s most crucial decision taken is IMO's choice to execute a 0.50%
sulphur cap on marine fuel from 1st January 2020. The average sulphur content found in the most commonly
consumed bunker fuel i.e. heavy fuel oil (HFO) is around 2.7% whereas the current worldwide sulphur cap is 3.5%.
The vessels can proceed burning the same bunkers from 2020 if they are equipped with exhaust gas cleaning
system also known as scrubbers. A recent survey showed that approximately 19% of shipowners’ will be just doing
the same whereas other will have to shift to burning a bunker fuel which compliant with the global sulphur cap of
0.5%. However, shipowners’ can also choose for other cleaner fuel such as Liquidi�ied Natural Gas (LNG).
It is also expected that majority of shipowners’ might simply switch to using Marine Gas Oil (MGO) instead as this
is the easiest route to compliance with zero upfront investment from owners but will still have higher bunker bills.
The ship and bunker data indicates that since 2016 the average price for MGO v/s HFO has risen at $ 240.00/mt.
De�initely, the shift in demand from fuel oil will cause prices of HFO to fall and prices of MGO to rise due to which
buyers will be required to maintain a high level of credit and suppliers will need to increase their liquidity to enjoy
similar volume of bunker dealings as of today.
A question arises will there be enough producers of low sulphur fuel? There are some major oil re�ineries who have
announced producing very low sulphur fuels that meets IMO new requirement of 0.5% sulphur cap; these re�ineries are BP and Royal Dutch Shell. However, couple of other major re�ining centres such as Singapore and ARA are
in line as well. As per bunker trust, a bunker related web news, China Sinopec’s re�ineries delivered their �irst complaint 0.5% sulphur bunker fuel during January 2019 while GP Global – Dubai based major bunker supplier was
ready with LSFO supplies from April 2019.

Baltic and International Maritime Council, International Shipping Association which represents shipowners’ have
raised serious concern over IMO 0.5% Sulphur cap. The association have voiced concerns over production of suf�icient low sulphur fuel oil for the global industry use by 2020. Lars Robert Pedersen, Deputy Secretary General at
BIMCO, said: “It is clear that the IMO study is �lawed, meaning it is not possible to determine from the study that
there would be suf�icient fuel available in 2020. On that basis, our opinion is that it would be irresponsible for IMO
to make the decision to go for 2020 at MEPC 70 in October. There is clearly a need for additional analysis to ensure
the supply chain for global trade is not seriously disrupted and developing nations are not hit hard by a lack of
affordable energy. This is not about the cost of low sulphur fuel for ships – that has long been known. We know that
the shipping industry will buy the fuel they need. But if it is in short supply, the cost will rise not just for shipping
but for all users of the fuel. This will price those in poorer economies out of the market. It’s a complex issue – but
the dif�iculties in ensuring suf�icient re�inery capacity and the disruption caused by an overnight introduction have
to be thoroughly taken into account”.
On the other side, IMO study says there will be suf�icient compliant product to meet demand. Studying more about
scrubbers led to HIS Markit, split opinion on use of scrubbers are seen. Even though there are several shipping
companies who have placed large orders for scrubbers on the other hand energy �irm state that it is a little too late
for investing in scrubbers. In the race of compiling with IMO Sulphur cap 2020, Clarksons reported in August 2018
that a quarter of new ship orders were ordered to be �itted with scrubbers. Also many ships are queued for retro�itting of scrubbers, hence a burst of scrubbers �itted vessels can be seen in 2019. According to the data collected
from multiple sources as of 1st April 2019 around 602 ships were �itted with scrubbers and by 1st January 2020
further 1430 ships are entering ahead. The total �igure of vessels equipped with scrubbers is far lesser than the
projected 3600 ships by CE Delft in their study undertaken on behalf of IMO in 2016.
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Progression of scrubber-fitted fleet
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The picture for demand of MGO in 2020 is unclear, whist on the other hand investment on technology for conversion of fuel oil into distillates is quite expensive costing around a billion dollars per re�inery and quite time shortfalls, further price spikes be expected. The challenge within the shipping industry is that both ship and re�ineries
are depending upon each other. If the re�ineries choose to switch to LSFO production or MGO production then the
ships installed with scrubbers will face potential supply shortage. In this event the re�ineries are waiting for shipowners’ to choose a route basis which they will make their move.
It seems that the IMO Sulphur cap 2020 will undoubtedly not be a smooth sailing for the shipping industry. Logically a few years of implementation of cap will be the period of most uncertainty and the market will be unpredictable
in terms of supply and demand. The new rules enforcements are just around the corner.
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Letters to the Editor
New Fuel and Emission Standards for Shipping

affected signi�icantly by global warming. Therefore
people in Pakistan should be careful and regulate the
use of water. People wash their cars with excess water
due to which a lot of it is wasted. The other major cause
of water wastage is farming. Farmers tend to open
water for the entire farm, which leads to water wastage.
Instead, they should use more effective methods like
drip irrigation that is more ef�icient and preserves a
great deal of water. Water is a precious natural resource
and it is irresponsible of people and municipalities to
waste it. The general public should take steps to minimize water wastage. Schools, colleges and housing
societies should organize meet-ups and spread awareness about the importance of water in our lives.

International Maritime Organisation (IMO) is set to
impose new emission regulations from Jan 1, 2020
designed to curb pollution produced by global shipping.
The new IMO rule is poised to ban shipping vessels
using fuel with a sulphur content higher than 0.5 per
cent. At present, the upper limit on sulphur oxides is
3.5pc. The drastic change would require ships to use a
fuel product to meet the guidelines. It also means; ships
found in violation of the new law risk being impounded
as ports are expected to police visiting vessels. Almost
100 states have not signed up the IMO agreement yet.
These in¬-clude Argentina, Colom¬bia, Ecuador, Israel,
Iraq, Mexi¬¬co, Pakistan, and Egypt. However, as per
IMO, those countries that have rati�ied the bill, repreFatima Shahid
sent 97pc of the global �leet. This means, the laggards,
including Pakistan, will need to join the club, sooner Digitizing Freight – Highlighting the Pros
rather than later.
Over couple of years digitization has created a lot of
buzz in the freight industry even though it’s about
Rashid Hussain replacing manual or human based process electronicalKarachi ly. Is sounds good to replace all that manual freight
brokerage processes by digitization. Pakistan can look
at it as another step towards advancement for freight
Wastage of Water
carried by air, road and sea. Freight industry can be seen
Perhaps the most dif�icult problem that the world faces utilizing technologies like mobile internet, cloud
today is the scarcity of clean water. Therefore, it service, Internet of things (IoT) and even sensor howevbecomes obvious that because of water crisis looming er, their utility can be seen only to a minor extent. As a
over our heads wasting water becomes a severe prob- nation we are prone to manual methods such as emails,
lem, especially in Pakistan, as in many parts of the fax, telephone etc., which should be left behind and
world. Since Pakistan is close to the equator, it will be bring in digitization. There is a potential gap which
spirited entrepreneurs could offer to the logistics industry.
Madiha Naim
Karachi

Director NCMPR, Commodore (R) Ali Abbas SI (M)
presents Maritime Watch to a team of maritime
archaeologists headed by Dr. Piacentini Valeria,
currently excavating the former site of Debal port
at Bhambore. (Credits: NCMPR-KHI)
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Maritime Directory
All Pakistan Shippers Association (APSA)
7th Floor, Of�ice No. 712, Business Center, Mumtaz
Hassan Road, Karachi
Contact: +92-21-32417933 Ext: 308-372
E-mail: apsa@mrgc.com.pk
Bahria Foundation
6th Floor, Bahria Complex-II, M.T Khan Road,
Karachi
Contact: +92-21-35610242-3, +92-21-35610749
E-mail: info@bahriafoundation.com

COSCO Shipping Lines Pakistan (Pvt) Ltd
Of�ice No, 801 to 808, 8th �loor, Plot No. 10, Block
4, Clifton Diamond Building, Karachi
Contact: +92-21-35270800
Email: cs.pakistan@coscon.com

Government Shipping Of�ice
KPT Building No. KV-17, Adjacent to Masjid-e-Rehmat, M.A Jinnah Road, Keamari, Karachi
Contact: +92-21-9263021
E-mail: contact@shippingof�ice.gov.pk
Hydrography Department Pakistan Navy
11 Liaquat Barracks, Naval Headquarters
75300 Karachi
Contact: +92-21-48506151, +92-21-9201 623
E-mail: hydropk@paknavy.gov.pk
Joint Maritime Information Coordination
Centre (JMICC)
PNS Qasim, Manora
Contact: +92-335-8107739
+92-021-99232195
+921-021-48505275

Karachi Port Trust
KPT Head Of�ice Building, Eduljee Dishaw Road,
Karachi-74000
Contact: +92-21-99214346

Pakistan Maritime Security Agency (PMSA)
HQs PMSA, Plot No 34-A, Dockyard Road, Karachi
Contact: +92-21-99214624, +92-21-48508851
Emergency Toll Free Number: 1331
Email: hqmsa@cyber.net.pk
mrccpmsa@cyber.net.pk

Mercantile Marine Department (MMD)
Ministry for Maritime Affairs, 70/4, Timber Hard,
N.M. Reclamation, Keamari, Karachi
Contact: +92-21-99263014-17
E-mail: info@mercantilemarine.gov.pk
Pakistan Coast Guards (PCG)
Headquarter Pakistan Coast Guards, 59 Depot
Lines, Kiyani Shaheed Road; Karachi
Contact: +92-21-99215251-4
Pakistan International Freight Forwarders
Association (PIFFA)
257-C, Block 6, P.E.C.H.S, Karachi-75400
Contact: +92-21-34322671-3
Email: piffa@piffapk.com

Pakistan Marine Academy
Hawksbay Road, Maripur, Karachi – 75780 Pakistan, Contact: +92-21-99241201-5
E-mail: info@marineacademy.edu.pk

Pakistan National Shipping Corporation
PNSC Building, M.T Khan Road, P.O Box No 5350,
Karachi-74000
Contact: +92-21-99203980 – 99
Email: communication@pnsc.com.pk
Port Qasim Authority
Bin Qasim, Karachi-75020, Pakistan
Contact: +92-21-99272111- 30 &
92-21-34730101- 3 Email: secretary@pqa.ov.pk

International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN)
Bath Island Rd, Bath Island, Karachi, Karachi City,
Sindh 75600
Contact: +92-21-35861540
Fisherfolk Forum
Near Moraro Hall, Opposite TCF School, Punjabi
Mohallah, Ibrahim Hyderi, Karachi
Contact: +92-21-35091212- 13
Email: info@pff.org.pk, pakistan�isherfolk@hotmail.com
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Books to Read
The 21st Century Maritime Silk Road: Tourism Opportunities and Impacts
Publisher: World Tourism Organization, 2019
ISBN-10: 9284418739

ISBN-13: 978-9284418732

Overview
The 21st Century Maritime Silk Road is a key component of
China’s Belt and Road Initiative and, as such, can play a crucial
role in the development of maritime infrastructure throughout
Asia and the Paci�ic in the coming years. The publication looks
into the overall impacts of the Maritime Silk Road on tourism
and assesses the tourism potential of Maritime Silk Road
thematic routes across Asia and beyond. It shows that cruise
tourism, targeted investments in decayed maritime infrastructure and the reutilization of ancient port cities can reinvigorate available heritage, support local communities and help
diversify a country’s tourism sector.
Marine Protected Areas: Science, Policy and Management
By John Humphreys and Robert Clark
Publisher: Elsevier, 2019
ISBN-10: 0081026986
Overview

ISBN-13: 978-0081026984

Marine Protected Areas: Science, Policy and Management
addresses a full spectrum of issues relating to Marine
Protected Areas (MPA) not currently available in any other
single volume. Chapters are contributed by a wide range of
working specialists who examine conceptions and de�initions of MPAs, progress on the implementation of worldwide MPAs, policy and legal variations across MPAs, the general importance of coastal communities in implementation,
and the future of MPAs. The book constructively elucidates con�licts, issues, approaches and solutions
in a way that creates a balanced consideration of the nature of effective policy and management. The
book is recommended for those involved in designation, implementation and management of MPAs.
Marine sector organizations, research centres and university will �ind it an important work.
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Books to Read
•
Provides a much needed ‘one stop shop’ for information on Mari ne Protected Areas
•
Presents chapters from a diverse group of contributors, enabling a broad and deep perspective
•
Includes case studies throughout, providing real-life examples and best practice recommendations
Ocean Recovery: A Sustainable Future for Global Fisheries
By Ray Hilborn and Ulrike Hilborn
Publisher: Oxford University Press, 2019
ISBN-10: 0198839766
Overview

ISBN-13: 978-0198839767

Over the last two decades, the scienti�ic and popular media have
been bombarded by gloom and doom stories of the future of �isheries, the status of �ish stocks, and the impact of �ishing on marine
ecosystems. Dozens of certi�ication and labeling schemes have
emerged to advise consumers on what seafood is sustainable. In
recent years, an opposing narrative has emerged emphasizing the
success of �isheries management in many places, the increasing
abundance of �ish stocks in those places, and the prescription for
sustainable �isheries. However, there has been no comprehensive
survey of what really constitutes sustainability in �isheries, �ish
stock status, success and failures of management, and consideration of the impacts of �ishing on
marine ecosystems. This book will explore very different perspectives on sustainability, and bring
together the data from a large number of studies to show where �ish stocks are increasing, where they
are declining, the consequences of alternative �isheries management regimes, and what is known
about a range of �isheries issues such as the impacts of trawling on marine ecosystems. Ocean Recovery is aimed principally at a general audience that is already interested in �isheries but seeks both a
deeper understanding of what is known about speci�ic issues and an impartial presentation of all the
data rather than selected examples used to justify a particular perspective or agenda. It will also
appeal to the scienti�ic community eager to know more about marine �isheries and �ishing data, and
serve as the basis for graduate seminars on the sustainability of natural resources.
Director Sindh Culture, Tourism and Antiquities Department visit NCMPR to collaborate
with Bahria University on maritime heritage
and archaeology of the ancient port site of
Bhambhore.
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Port Activity
ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT (November 2019)
Date

1-Nov-19
2-Nov-19
5-Nov-19
6-Nov-19
8-Nov-19
9-Nov-19
12-Nov-19
13-Nov-19
14-Nov-19
15-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
19-Nov-19
20-Nov-19
21-Nov-19
22-Nov-19
23-Nov-19
26-Nov-19
27-Nov-19
28-Nov-19
29-Nov-19
30-Nov-19
Total

300,000

Import in Tonnes Export in Tonnes Total

75,462
107,853
203,569
66,744
95,033
115,209
131,773
99,661
118,317
148,686
123,324
164,921
84,711
122603
88,823
66237
68,008
36,527
114,025
95,705
91449
2,218,640

43,573
51,764
59,511
24,398
34,594
69,927
55,555
45,128
87,425
58,315
92822
57,169
26,050
51289
26682
12912
96,401
52,478
64,007
59,438
54,567
1,124,005

119,035
159,617
263080
91,142
129627
185,136
187328
144,789
205,742
207,001
216,146
222,090
110,761
173892
115,505
79149
164,409
89,005
178,032
155,143
146,016
3,342,645

ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT

250,000
200,000

Import in
Tonnes
Export in
Tonnes

150,000
100,000
50,000
0
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Port Activity
ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM (November 2019)
Date

1-Nov-19
2-Nov-19
5-Nov-19
6-Nov-19
8-Nov-19
9-Nov-19
12-Nov-19
13-Nov-19
14-Nov-19
15-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
19-Nov-19
20-Nov-19
21-Nov-19
22-Nov-19
23-Nov-19
26-Nov-19
27-Nov-19
28-Nov-19
29-Nov-19
30-Nov-19
Total

250,000

Import in Tonnes Export in Tonnes Total

87,812
127,516
155,539
144,717
125,921
103,295
109,260
108,888
145820
177483
145,725
94,385
160739
157,168
98,381
134,718
85,276
69,007
162,062
72,597
100008
2,566,317

45,448
36,043
20,596
3,971
50,217
24,320
50,483
10,108
11419
27753
29,602
19,597
28924
20,971
62,326
49,683
45,875
56,600
14,997
45,809
35,226
689,968

133,260
163559
176,135
148688
176,138
127,615
159,743
118,996
157239
205236
175,327
113,982
189663
178,139
160,707
184,401
131,151
125,607
177,059
118,406
135,234
3,256,285

ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM

200,000
Import in
Tonnes
Export in
Tonnes

150,000
100,000
50,000
0
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Port Activity
ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT (December 2019)
Date

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

3-Dec-19
4-Dec-19
5-Dec-19
6-Dec-19
7-Dec-19
10-Dec-19
11-Dec-19
12-Dec-19
13-Dec-19
14-Dec-19
17-Dec-19
18-Dec-19
19-Dec-19
20-Dec-19
21-Dec-19
24-Dec-19
25-Dec-19
27-Dec-19
28-Dec-19
31-Dec-19
Total

156,845
85,886
99,504
45,893
68,541
130,570
106,804
93,243
74,262
50,922
47,218
33,888
54,451
106284
74,317
90,827
43,757
167,437
72,521
26,624
1,629,794

59623
37,322
36,252
45,199
28,704
110,955
51,912
79,098
48,730
15,176
29358
25,163
24,453
71979
72,911
55,473
39,550
88,229
25,531
42,840
988,458

Total

216,468
123,208
135756
91,092
97245
241,525
158716
172,341
122,992
66,098
76,576
59,051
78,904
178263
147,228
146300
83,307
255,666
98,052
69,464
2,618,252

ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT
300,000
250,000

Import in
Tonnes
Export in
Tonnes
Total

200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
0
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Port Activity
ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM (December 2019)
Date

3-Dec-19
4-Dec-19
5-Dec-19
6-Dec-19
7-Dec-19
10-Dec-19
11-Dec-19
12-Dec-19
13-Dec-19
14-Dec-19
17-Dec-19
18-Dec-19
19-Dec-19
20-Dec-19
21-Dec-19
24-Dec-19
25-Dec-19
27-Dec-19
28-Dec-19
31-Dec-19
Total

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

105806
43,105
77,320
144,717
125,921
68,603
138,131
195,429
164452
166483
111,541
114,925
176055
159,813
169,402
114,346
70,610
103,487
206,711
117,857
2,574,714

37,487
1,430
11,647
3,971
17,841
48,089
14,250
181,103
119973
26999
23,617
25,816
27117
68,245
24,880
43,757
21,850
77,143
26,741
51,796
853,752

Total

143,293
44535
88,967
148688
143,762
116,692
152,381
376,532
284425
193482
135,158
140,741
203172
228,058
194,282
158,103
92,460
180,630
233,452
169,653
3,428,466

ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM
400000
350000
300000
250000
200000
150000
100000
50000
0

Import in
Tonnes
Export in
Tonnes
Total
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2019 Annual Overview of Shipping
SHIPPING MARKET IN 2019
Ship owners sealed a number of deals prior to the end of 2019, both in the newbuilding and the second hand
markets. Allied Shipbroking reported that “things remained interesting in the newbuilding market. In the dry bulk
sector, there was good rally for the Kamsarmax size segment, which saw its Orderbook boosted by 4 (optional + 4)
units”. This was a surprise, given the steep negative pressure that the overall dry bulk market was currently under.
The tanker market showed a �irm face, while buying in Gas market remained robust. It is anticipated that new
ordering contracts will �inish the year on a positive momentum, contradicting the bearish mood noted during
previous months of the year.

Vessels Scrapped 2018 Vs 2019

UNITS
120

2018

2019

100
80
60
40
0

January
Febuary
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

20

© Allied Shipbroking Inc.
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2019 Annual Overview of Shipping
Tanker Markets
2019 was de�initely a year to remember for tanker owners. In its report, shipbroker Gibson said that “this year
started on a positive note for tankers. Healthy earnings were recorded in early 2019 supported by strong demand
at the time, weather factors and �lat �leet growth, following robust demolition activity back in 2018.” However, the
year progressed with trading conditions starting to deteriorate. Middle East OPEC crude production declined by
over 2 million b/d between November 18 and June 19, due to the renewed OPEC efforts to balance the market and
Iranian sanctions. Product tanker trade was negatively impacted by the extended seasonal cutbacks in re�ining
runs during the 1st half of the year. Meanwhile, the �leet growth accelerated, with plenty of tanker deliveries seen.
Inevitably, it was the spot earnings that fell averaging close to operating expenses on most routes in the 2nd quarter.

Summary Table - Market & Fleet Data
WS

Rates

Dec-18
TCE/day

WS

Dec-19
2019
TCE/day* WS Low WS High

(TCEs at ‘market speed’)

90
110
185
181
179
200

VLCC
Middle East - Ningpo
Suezmax West Africa - UKCont
Aframax
North Sea - UKCont
LR2
Middle East - Japan
LR1 Middle East - Japan
MR UKCont - USAC

World Oil Supply
OPEC crude production
Non OPEC - inc OPEC NGL & Biofuels
World Oil Demand (Fulll Year)
Tankers Demolished (25,000 dwt+)**
Scrap Prices
VLCC’s sold for scrap number /dwt**

106
140
212
153
153
169

$
$
$
$
$
$

72,250
49,500
97,000
22,750
15,250
20,250

36
47.5
77.5
77.5
90
90

313
272.5
250
303
288
215

Dec-19
Fleet Size
792
584
1052
455
2110
398
53.9m dwt
250
36.5m dwt

End 2018
End 2019
$
54.40 $
66.50
Fujairah

Bunkers 0.5% sulphur VLSFO (end Dec)

52,000
31,500
62,000
31.000
20,750
19,000

Dec-18
Fleet Size
722
563
1001
451
2036
449 62.8m dwt
190 26.3m dwt

VLCC
Suezmax/ LR3
Aframax /LR2
Panamax/LR1
Handysize / MR
Tanker Firm Orderbook (25kdwt+)
New Deliveries (25dwt+)
Brent Oil Price

$
$
$
$
$
$

$

Rotterdam

707.50 $
567.50
2018
2019 Latest
100,32
2.72%
101,36
31,88
1.21%
29,66
62,94
3.38%
66,15
99,29
1.30%
100,25
2019
48
4.8m dwt
Turkey
Subcont
$245
$385
8
2.2m dwt

1.04%
-6.96%
5.10%
0.97%

According to the shipbroker, “the tide gradually started to turn in Q3, whilst tanker TCE returns jumped to astonishing heights over the past three months, most notably in the VLCC and Aframax segments amid a perfect storm
of improving fundamentals, geopolitical events and the IMO related disruptions. Crude tanker demand undoubtedly bene�ited from the ongoing robust growth in US crude exports throughout the year (and gains in
Norway/Brazil production towards the end of 2019), with increases in non-OPEC supply eventually more than
offsetting OPEC+ production cuts. Product tanker trade has been aided by notable gains in global re�ining runs in
the 2nd half of 2019 and the ongoing growth in Chinese clean product exports”.
(Credits: Nikos Roussanoglou, Hellenic Shipping News Worldwide)
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From The Desks
Building National Economy on Paradigm of Blue endless renewable energy reserves in form of wind and
Growth
solar energy and others.
Naghmana Zafar (Blue Economy Desk)
Minister of Maritime Affairs (MoMA) has undertaken
Maritime sector is the world’s leading sector for crea- some meaningful meetings with representatives from
tion of jobs; besides being one of the most effective Ministry of Railways, Defence, Defence Production,
economic development driver. Global consciousness of Petroleum and Food Security and Pakistan Navy. It was
unprecedented environmental challenges and pressures the very �irst step by MoMA towards developing
of growing population has diverted the attention of inter-ministerial cooperation though a dedicated Comlittorals from �inite land resources to the opportunities mittee on Blue Economy. Pakistan needs to focus on
offer by oceans and seas. Gunter’s idea of sustainable devising all inclusive maritime strategy based on marine
development though oceans and seas as an effective tool spatial planning. There are other sectors/areas in mariagainst emerging challenges of global development has time domain which are equally important and can
been popularised as Blue economy. Oceans offer food, contribute signi�icantly towards blue growth drive, just
energy, water, minerals, trade, recreation and tourism to name a few; ship breaking, marine �isheries, coastal
opportunities; what else is required.
and maritime tourism, extraction of oceanic �lora and
fauna, boat building etc. In order to apply blue economy
approach in true letter and spirit, it is critical to bring all
tiers of maritime sector together at one forum and to
promote maritime education, training and research for
capacity building. Furthermore, overlapping issues
between provinces and federal bodies; particularly in
areas of �isheries, maritime tourism and implementation of environmental laws may be addressed through
enhanced understanding and cooperation. Moving
beyond national level, collaboration with neighbouring
littorals to mitigate cross border maritime issues such
as; illegal activities at sea, challenges of climate change
and preservation of marine environment is also important.
The concept of blue growth has become an advancing
agenda lately in Pakistan. Custodians of maritime Our future is inextricably linked to the oceans. Estimatdomain; whether its naval leadership or Ministry of ed population of Pakistan will be 251 million by year
Maritime Affairs, are earnest towards promoting blue 2025 and 344 million by the year 2050. The increase
economy for sustainable national development in the population would require more food, jobs, energy and
country. Pakistan has been blessed with a unique delta raw materials to sustain economic growth. Ef�icient
and clear sandy beaches. The Arabian Sea is known as utilisation of marine resources through maritime
third largest marine resource rich area but we could research, use of modern technology and innovative
nerve ef�iciently exploit its potential. Maritime sector economic approach can yield huge bene�its from seas
has many things to offer. Estimated 21 million people towards. In coming years, our dependence would gradulive along the coast and broadly �ishing, ports and ship- ally be increased on sea resources than those of the land.
ping, ship breaking, extraction of salt, boat building and And maritime sector is the most sustainable window of
coastal recreation are some sectors which bene�it local opportunity for Pakistan to overcome emerging
community directly.
economic challenges through blue growth.
The coastal area has potential to generate economic
dividends though eco-tourism, aqua or mari-culture,
extraction of mineral and sea vegetation, oceanic energy,
display and preservation of native culture and archaeological sites though developing maritime museums,
ferry and cruise services. The resources also include
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From The Desks
Transnational Crimes in the Maritime Realm
Zaeem Hassan Mehmood (Illicit Activities Desk)
Maritime traf�icking routes closely follow the commercial shipping lanes. The modalities, technologies and
strategies put into place by criminals are often times
more sophisticated in caliber than those used in regulated trade. The vast expanses of the sea, the complexity of
the maritime transportation system, the immense
volume of cargo transferred at each port, and the limited
capacity for inspections of cargo creates opportunity for
criminals. Because of the robustness of shipping and
mass amounts of cargo moved, traf�ickers utilize the
same shipping industry routes with great effect. Sea
lanes tend to offer anonymity for criminals, whereas
their activities can be hidden behind legitimate industries.

(UNCLOS). The ocean space is to be collectively policed
by all states governed by principles of Freedom of navigation. Piracy and the illicit traf�icking of narcotics,
humans, and weapons comprise the main varieties of
transnational crime. UNCLOS addresses these matter of
concern in the realm of the sea, where various articles
provide guidance in order to curb or limit the threats.
Article 110 expounds the customary rule that warships
may “approach and visit” on the high seas “any ship that
is suspected of piracy, human traf�icking, unauthorized
broadcasting; and is without nationality”; or, “is �lying a
foreign �lag or refusing to show its �lag.” Article 111
addresses the right of “hot pursuit”, allowing warships of
one state to follow a vessel through the different maritime zones of the ship if based on “reasonable grounds,”
it is suspected of illegal activity.

UNCLOS under Article 108 empowers states to cooperate and offer assistance to suppress drug traf�icking by
other state-�lagged vessels. Traditionally, drug traf�ickers used overland routes, but since last two decades,
they have shifted transportation into the “Indo-Paci�ic
Ocean”. The majority of this traf�icking has proliferated
in the littoral regions, and often within territorial
waters. In the latter years, advancement in technologies,
providing for larger ships have allowed traf�ickers to
move further into the sea to capitalize “blue water”
areas, outside the 12-nautical mile mark and at times
further than the 200-mile Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ) of any country. It is a documented fact that U.S. is
the world’s largest consumer of illegal drugs, also
according to various studies the source and transit
Individuals from various nationalities, followed by zones of drug traf�icking between South America and
multiple vessels �lagged to different states, adds the UN the U.S despite high patrols on the border.
Drug Trade Report 2019, are used in the networks
which transit the waters of various states and call at UNCLOS identi�ies only certain types of transnational
different ports before reaching their �inal destination. crime that affect maritime security, but there are many
Despite the abundance of laws designed to combat illicit varieties and combinations of criminal activity that
traf�icking and an apparent impetus to stop speci�ic affect security and safety from the high seas to internal
types of crime, government’s remains only marginally waters. Domestic laws need be brought in line with
successful in preventing the global �low of illegal goods international law, and cooperative partnerships are to
due to the overwhelming volume and complexity of the be strengthened between the states, law enforcement,
markets for illicit trade. The maritime forces neverthe- and militaries to combat illicit activity.
less have made successful efforts to disrupt the illicit
supply chains as a result of sea-based security operations; cooperation and collaboration between law
enforcement organizations.
Nevertheless, legal complexity arises as the high seas
“fall outside the jurisdiction of any single state” under
the United National Convention on the Law of the Sea
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